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1. By Biblical Aramaic we understand the J.anguage of

Gen. 31, 47 (two words); Jer. 10, 11; Dan. 2, 46-7, 28; and

Ezra 4, 8-6, 18; 7, 12-26."

The date of some of these documents is disputed,'' but with

reference to the bulk of the records" we may speak of BA as

the vernacular speech of the Jews'* in the Persian and Greek

periods of their history. While, therefore, later than the Zen-

jirli inscriptions, they antedate all other Aramaic records,

notably the very extensive Christian literature in the Edessene

commonly called Syriac.

* The Aramaic words and phrases in the New Testament are not

treated here. For a detailed examination of them, see Kautzsch, § 5,

2, a and b ; Dalman, 1894, passim (see Greek index).
•• Although found in a portion from E., Gen. 31, 47 is regarded as

a gloss by Wellhausen, Composition des Hexateuchs, 1889, 43, and

Dillmann, II, 265. Jer. 10, 11, which interrupts the connection be-

tween w. 10 and 12, is thrown out by Graf (p. 160) and others as a

marginal note; its date is necessarily posterior to that of 10, 1-16,

which is the work of a writer who consciously imitates the language
of Deutero-Isaiah (see Giesebrecht's Commentary, 1894, 62; Cornill,

SBOT., 1895, 74).

"The Aramaic document used by the compiler of Ezra probably
formed part of a narrative of the rebuilding of the Temple. It seems

to have been trustworthy, although its extent is a matter of conjectm-e;

its scope may have been more or less comprehensive. At the points

where the document was inserted into the compilation, the Aramaic

verses establishing the connection belong to the Chronicler; possibly

they were foimd by him in a compilation previously made. Cf . Driver,
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Introd., 549; Bertholet's Commentary, 1902, xiv f. Doubt has been
cast oil the authenticity of the edicts (notably by Rosters, 1895; Well-

Kavsen, 1895), though perhaps without sufficient foundation (see E.

ISLejer, Entstehung des Judenthums, 1896); it is probable, however,
that the present form was given to the edicts by the Chronicler or

some previous compiler. (See, for a review of the question, J. Fischer,
Die chronologischen Fragen in den Bilchern Esra-Nehemia, 1903,

4ff.)

As for the book of Daniel, internal evidence makes it certain that

it was written in Palestine during the persecutions of Antiochus

Epiphanes, B. C. 168 or 167. See Bevan, 1-25; Behrmann, XVI-XXII;
and, for a more conservative estimate, Driver's Commentary in the

Cambridge Bible, 1901, Introduction, § 3.

The bilingual character of the book has been variously explained:

(1) The Aramaic portion represents old Aramaic writings worked over

and fitted into the framework of the book in Maccabean times (Spi-

noza, as cited by Kamphausen, EB., col. 1004; and in a somewhat
different form Meinhold, cited by Driver and Marti). (2) The whole

book was originally written in Aramaic, and then certain parts which

had been lost were replaced from a Hebrew translation (Huetius, cited

by Kamphausen, EB., ibid.). (3) The whole book was originally com-

posed in Aramaic, and the beginning and the ending were subse-

quently translated into Hebrew in order to seciure for the book a

place in the sacred canon (Marti, IX f.). (4) The whole book was

originally written in Hebrew, but a part was destroyed and then re-

placed from an Aramaic translation, which perhaps was the work of

the author himself (Bevan, 27, following Lenormant; Haupt, Daniel,

SBOT., 16). (5) The author "evidently fell into the error of regard-

ing 'Chaldean' as the language of Babylonia," and then continued

writing in that language because "he was so familiar with both lan-

guages that he could glide from one into the other without noticing

it, and could assume for a great portion of his contemporaries a

knowledge of them both" (Kamphausen, EB., col. 1005; so also

Driver and Behrmann).
It is maintained (Riessler, § 1; Jahn, V) that the LXX translator

had before him a Hebrew text of the Aramaic section. The examples
enumerated by Jahn {ibid., footnote 1) in support of his thesis, how-

ever, are not conclusive. With the exception of two passages (7, 8;

2, 44), the argument is based upon so-called Greek " Hebraisms." In

7, 8 i$^p6r}aav stands for e^pav^T^o-av; cf. Zech. 10, 2, where 5^''
'' have

the correct reading €$^pdrj<Tav for i^qpavOrjaav, which the other codices

offer, and Sir. 10, 17, where again H^AC, several ciu-sives, and the Ethi-

opic and Sahidic versions read c^pcv (Heb. DHCI »
read

DnS'^'l)
in-

stead of the €$^fMvfv of B and the Latin (see Nestle, Marginalien, 50);

cf. also in Jer. 28 (51), 36, $T)pav5> AB for i$apS) ^ . In 2, 44 LXX reads
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plUirn for pnnicri • The opinion that the Aramaic section goes back

to a Hebrew original is rejected by Marti, p. x.

•^The fact that the Palestinian Jews spoke Aramaic is certainly

undeniable. Even before the Exile the language was understood by
the princes of Judah, although it was unintelligible to the common

people (II Kings 18, 26). Some of the colonists brought into Pales-

tine to take the place of the exiled Israelites were from Aramaic

regions, e. g., Hamath (ibid., 17, 24). As the national life of the Jews

weakened, it became increasingly difficult for them to resist the

encroachments of the Aramaic language spoken by their neighbors,
which steadily grew to be the language of everyday life. In the

eighth and seventh centuries B. C. Aramaic was used even in Baby-
lonia and Assyria along with the native speech. We must "not for a

moment suppose that the Jews lost the use of Hebrew in the Baby-
lonian captivity, and brought back with them into Palestine this

so-called Chaldee. The Aramean dialect, which gradually got the

upper hand since the fourth or fifth century B. C, did not come that

long journey across the Syrian desert; it was there, on the spot; and
it ended by taking possession of the field, side by side with the kin-

dred dialect of the Samaritans" (Wright, Comp. Gram., 16). On the

displacement of Hebrew by Aramaic cf. Kautzsch, § 4; NOldeke, Enc.

Brit, XXI, 648.

2. The Aramaic portions of the Old Testament have come

down to us in the same square characters,* and are furnished

with 'the same vowel and accent symbols,*' as the Hebrew por-

tions of the Bible. The problem at once arises: How far was

the Masoretic system, developed for the Hebrew of the Old

Testament, applied also to the Aramaic portions? Hebrew
influence of this character would, if found, be placed to the

credit of the schools of the readers and masters of the late

synagogue. Quite different is the following question: To

what extent was BA, as the living speech of the post-exilic

Jewish community in Palestine, influenced by the Hebrew
which still continued to be used in school and synagogue even

after it had been supplanted in the daily life of the people?''

Here the case is much analogous to the problem of Hebraisms

in Biblical Greek,** except for the following facts: first, that

Hebrew and Aramaic are cognate languages, and therefore

more liable to influence each other; secondly, that the Greek

texts of the Bible are mainly translations," while the Aramaic

texts are originals.'
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'The so-called square characters in which our MSS. of the Hebrew
Bible are written are not Hebrew in origin, but Aramaic. They repre-

sent the forms which the old Hebrew alphabet (= Phoenician, Western

Semitic in general) assumed, through gradual transformation in the

course of centuries, in the Aramaic (Egyptian and Palmyrene). The

question still remains whether this transformation from old to square
was gradual in the case of the Biblical text, as it was in ordinary

documents, or whether the change was deliberate and was made by
an authoritative body long after the new characters had established

themselves in common use. Tradition (Jewish, in the Talmud, veri-

fied by references in the church fathers) ascribes the change to Ezra.

Jewish coins down to the time of Bar Kokhba bear the old characters.

The notice found in the church fathers that in Greek versions the Tet-

ragrammaton was written in Hebrew and in the old characters, is now
verified by the Cairene fragment of Aquila (ed. Burkitt, 1897; see the

discussion on p. 15 f. [the spelling with ^ in place of 1
—TTTT for

n*in^
— is on a line with D'^obs? Clbi^? according to Margolis]). Cf.,

on the whole subject. Driver, Hebrew Text ofSamuel, 1890, XVII-XXV;
Lidzbarski, 189 flF.; and art. Alphabet inJE., 1,442 f., especially p. 445,

col. 2, and Plates I-III.
•• On the value of the vocalization in Daniel see Bevan, 33 f.

;
Nol-

deke, EB., col. 282; and contrast Kamphausen, EB., col. 1005; KSnig,

JE., IV, 430 f. During the last half-century another system of vowel

symbols has been brought to light. It is known as the superlinear,

since the vowel signs are all written above the consonants. Two
MSS. are cited by Strack (GBA., 4) for Daniel: one, the Codex Jama-

nensis, of little value, containing chapters 1, 8—2, 49, and 4, 21—7, 7;

the other. Codex Derenburgii, containing all of the Aramaic of Daniel

except 2, 28-41; 4, 5-22; 6, 27—7, 4 and 7, 15-20. On this system of

vocalization, see G. Margoliouth, International Congress of Orienta-

lists, IX, 1893, 46-56; and cf. Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology, Feb. 1893, Vol. XV, part 4; Neubauer, JQR., VII (1895),

361 f.; Friedlander, ibid., 564 &.; Bacher, ZDMG., XLIX (1895), 15 f.;

Barnstein, Targum of Onkelos to Genesis, 1896, 6 f. and especially

14 ff.; Levias, AJSL., XV (1899), 157 ff.; Praetorius, ZDMG., LIII

(1899), 181 ff.; Kahle, ZAW., XXI (1901), 273 ff.; GK, 39, n. 1.

" On mixture in languages, see Whitney, Transactions of Ameri-

can Philological Association, 1881; Paul, Prinzipien der Sprach-

geschichte, 1898, c. xxii, especially §§276, 283 ff.; Sweet, History of

Language, 1900, 81-96. The general opinion is that the pronunciation

and syntax, rather than the morphology, are affected by the mixture.

''On the Hebraisms of Biblical Greek see Deissmann, Bibelstudien

(1895); Neue Bibelstudien (1897); Die sprachliche Erforschung d.

griech. Bibel (1898); his article in PRE., VII (1899), 62 ff.; Thumb,
Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus, 1901, 12 ff.;
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cf. also Grenfell-Hunt-Smyly, Tebtunis Papyri, I (1902), 86 (n. 14).

Many of the supposed Hebraisms have been found to be part of the

common Hellenistic language.
* That some of the New Testament books (Gospels and Acts) bear

the impress of being translations from a Semitic original was noted

by Spinoza, who observes (Tractatus theologico-politicus, c. vii) that

"quamvis aliis Unguis vulgati fuerint (libri N. T.), hebraizant tamen

.... Ev. enim secundum Matt, et sine dubio etiam epistola ad Hebr.

Hebraice ex communi opinione scripta sunt, quae tamen non extant."

Recently the question has been reopened; see Nestle, Philologica
Sacra (1896); Dalman, Die Worte Jesu (1898); Wellhausen, Skizzen,
VI (1899), 188-194.

'

See, however, above, § 1, c.

3. The question of grammatical Hebraisms in BA has been

adverted to by grammarians and commentators.* It appears

that Kautzsch is isolated in his assumption of strong traces of

Hebrew influence in BA
;
all other scholars who have expressed

opinions are inclined to regard the so-called Hebraisms as

remnants of an older linguistic stage in which Aramaic was

still nearer to the Hebrew. A fresh investigation of the sub-

ject based upon as complete an induction as possible, especially

as regards the inscriptional material, as well as upon a fuller

discussion of rival opinions and, it is believed, a more adequate

weighing of the evidence presented by the phenomena of

general Semitic grammar, is attempted in the following pages,

and built upon the following canons of elimination:

A. An agreement between BA and Hebrew found in the

non-Jewish Aramaic dialects must be eliminated from the list

of possible Hebraisms.

B. An agreement between BA and Hebrew occasioned by
the fact of their relationship within the class of Semitic lan-

guages must be similarly eliminated.

C. An agreement between BA and Hebrew due to Aramaic

influence upon Hebrew can have no place in our list.

Whatever agreements are left, not covered by these canons,

may be ascribed to Hebrew influence.

'G. B. Winer, Grammatik des biblischen und targum. Chaldais-

mus, 1824, 5 f
., rejects the opinion that BA was from the beginning a

corrupt and mixed jargon, and maintains that it bears the character

of a real Aramaic dialect. He considers the few agreements with
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Hebrew as against Syriac, which are confined almost entirely to or-

thography and vocalization, as dialectal differences rather than mutu-
ations introduced from the Hebrew by the schools of the Jewish

punctators, since the identical pronunciation of Aramaic is attested

by the Greek transcription of Aramaic words in the N. T.

Kenan, Histoire g^n^rale des langues s6mitiques,* 1863, 220 f.,

agrees with Winer on the one hand against Hupfeld, who considers

the BA as a Jewish jargon, and on the other against Dietrich, who
interprets the so-called Hebraisms as elements of primitive Aramaic,
in maintaining that BA is an Aramaic dialect "

l6gerement h6brais6."

He regrets the lack of non-Jewish Aramaic documents which renders

a conclusive opinion diflBcult. As examples of Hebrew infiuences he

cites n for fi^? the Hoph'al, and segolate forms.

S. D. Luzzatto, Elementi grammaticali del Chaldeo Biblico, 1865

(German trans., 1873), § 2, assumes the existence of Hebraisms. See

esp. §§ 3, 16, 43, 81, 107.

E. Kautzsch, § 8, asserts that BA bears strong traces of HebreW
influence. "These Hebraisms, however," he continues, "may be at-

tributed in large part to late copyists who either through ignorance
or through design conformed their texts to the rules of Hebrew gram-
mar." Kautzsch's views in detail will be found referred to in the

course of the present work.

M. J. de Goeje, in a review of Kautzsch's Grammar (Theologisch

Tijdschrift, XIX (1885), 70), warns against being "te rasch met

de aanname van Hebraismen in het Arameesch van het O. T." Cf .

Noldeke, in GGA, 1884, No. 26, 1015.

A. A. Bevan, Commentary, 38 f
., has the following to say on our ques-

tion: "A very difficult and much debated question is how far BA was

influenced by Hebrew. As a rule, philologists were formerly inclined

to go very far in assuming the existence of Hebraisms, but many of

the linguistic phenomena which were so regarded have been proved

by recent discoveries to be genuine Aramaic." He mentions, however,

some undeniable Hebraisms; his opinion will be adverted to later on.

G. Behrmann, Commentary, p. viii, correctly defines the so-called

Hebraisms of the BA as remnants of an older stage of the language
in which Aramaic was still nearer to Hebrew. He also rightly elimi-

nates Masoretic peculiarities which have no foundation in the conso-

nantal text.

A. AGREEMENTS BETWEEN BA AND HEBREW FOUND ALSO IN THE
NON-JEWISH' ARAMAIC DIALECTS

4. Aramaic is one of the North Semitic languages, and, in

the course of its history, was spoken throughout Mesopotamia,

Syria, and Palestine.*" Upon the decay of Babylonian culture
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and influence, Aramaic became the international language of

commerce and. diplomacy (II Kings 18, 26). The oldest speci-

mens of Aramaic are the inscriptions from Zenjirli, Nineveh ,

and Babylon, which belong to the eighth and seventh centuries

almost all the others being from Persian times or later (cf.

Lidzbarski, 121). The distribution of the inscriptions' accord-

ing to place and time appears as follows:

1. Zenjirli, eighth and seventh centuries B. C*
2. Nerab, seventh century B. C.

3. Babylon, about 700 B. C.

4. Tema, fifth and fourth centuries B. C
5. Egypt, fifth century B. C. and later.

6. Nabatea, 9 B. C. to 94 A. D.

7. Palmyra, first to third centuries A. D.

*We leave out of account the Jewish and Samaritan Aramaic

writings, because they are likely to show Hebraisms, and because we
have as yet no reliable edition of the Targxims with vowel-points (cf.

Merx, International Congress of OrientoZts^s, Berlin (1881), 1, 142-225).

The Jewish Aramaic is represented by the Targums, which, however,
did not receive their present form until a comparatively late date.

The Samaritan dialect is represented by the translation of the Penta-

teuch. The Christian Palestinian dialect, likewise, was probably
affected by Hebrew influence; hence it is omitted from our discussion.

'' On the geographical area of Aramaic see Kautzsch, § 1
; Noldeke,

EB., cols. 280 ff.; GK., §§ 1, 2 and the literature there mentioned. On
Assyrian as an older local variety of Aramaic, see JHU. circulars, No.

114, July, 1894, 118b. On the Arameans generally, see McCurdy, His-

tory, Prophecy and the Monuments, 1, 24, 71, 84, 244, 408, and III, p. 26.

"Most of the Aramaic inscriptions are contained in the Corpus
Inscriptionum Semiticarum, part second, Paris, 1889. Unless other-

wise noted, all references to these inscriptions are to the numbers in

the Corpus.
•^The inscriptions from Zenjirli, a small village in northwest

Syria, afford the earliest specimens extant of Aramaic. They were

discovered in 1890 and 1891. Although undoubtedly Aramaic, the

dialect has features which ally it to Hebrew. It is just with reference

to this aflfinity of the Zenjirli inscriptions with Hebrew that Sachau

(quoted by Behrmann, p. viii, footnote) remarks that the older the

Aramaic is, the more it is like Hebrew. On these inscriptions see

Lidzbarski, 440 f.; Cooke, 185; Hal^vy, JA., XIX (1892), VIII; Nol-

deke, ZDMG., XLVIII (1893), 96 f.; D. H. Miiller, WZKM., VII

(1893), 113 ff.; X (1896), 193 ff.; Hoffmann, ZA., XI (1897).
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5. Among the remnants of Aramaic* BA belongs chrono-

logically between Egyptian Aramaic and the language of the

Nabatean inscriptions. They all belong to the Western group
of dialects, the Eastern*" being represented by the Syriac/ or

dialect of Edessa, the Mandaic, and the language of the Baby-
lonian Talmud. The Mohammedan conquest replaced Ara-

maic as the vernacular with Arabic, the former surviving in

Syria and Persia only in certain isolated and more or less cor-

rupt dialects.**

' For a more comprehensive and detailed list of these remnants,
see Kautzsch, §5; Zimmern, §1, c; on their comparative value for

philological purposes, see Noldeke, EB., col. 284.
'' The Western branch of Aramaic differs from the Eastern chiefly

in the prefix of the 3rd sing. masc. imperf,, which is i. In Syriac the

prefix is n, which is also usual in Mandaic. The Babylonian Talmud
sometimes has n, but more commonly Z. See Bevan, 33 f.; Behrmann,
p. vi; Wright, Comp. Gram., 19.

" From the third to the seventh century A. D., Syriac produced an
extensive ecclesiastical literature. It developed also systems of vowel

symbols by which the pronunciation was more or less accurately

represented. After being supplanted by Arabic as the vernacular, it

remained in use for a long time in monasteries and schools as a

literary and ecclesiastical language. See Noldeke, pp. xxxi-xxxiv;

and EB., cols. 284, 285; Wright, Syriac Literature, 1894; Merx, His-

toria artis grammaticae apud Syros, 1889.
" On the modem Syriac dialects of Persia, see Stoddard,

" Gram-
mar of Modern Syriac as spoken in Oroomia, Persia and Koordistan,"

JAOS., V (1856), 1-183; A. J. Maclean in Intern. Cong, of Oriental.,

IX, London (1892), 33-45, and Crrammar of the Dialects of Vernacu-

lar Syriac, Cambridge, 1895. On the dialect of Ma'lula in Syria, see

Ferrette, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (old series), XX
(1863), 431 f.; Kenan, Histoire g^nSrale, 268; Ndldeke, ZDMG., XXI
(1867), 183 f.; Merx, ZDMG., XXII (1868), 271 f.; Socin, ZDMG.,
XXIV (1870), 229 f.; Prym, ZDMG., XXV (1871), 652; Merx, JA.,
Series VII, XII (1878), 178 f., and XIII (1879), 165 f.; Parisot, JA.,
Series IX, XI (1898), 239-312, 440-519; XII (1899), 124-176. On the

dialect of Tur-'Abdin see Prym and Socin, Der neu-aramdische Dia-

lekt des Tur-'Abdin, Gottingen, 1881, and the review by Noldeke,

ZDMG., XXXV (1881), 218-235; also Parisot, International Congress

of Orientalists, Paris, 1897, 179-198.

6. BA differs from Syriac and agrees with Hebrew ortho-

graphically in the use of H where Syriac has 5< (1). Similarly,
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certain words are written with TD ,
where Syriac has D ("),

the letter W not being found in Syriac.

The irregularity in the use of H and i< appears in:

a) The ending of the emphatic state of nouns.

b) The ending of the absolute state of feminine nouns.

c) The ending of infinitives.

d) Pronouns.

e) Pronominal suffixes.

/) Verbs i('b {-"b).

a) Masculine nouns and adjectives in the emphatic state are written

with U< in the following examples (the asterisk *
marking forms which

appear with both n and S): fi<D25< 2, 35; 5, 4. 23; 5^'^TS (if we accept

the view of Andreas, in Marti, Gramm., 51*, who derives it from Middle

Persian azd; on the reading see note in Ginsburg's Bible) 2, 5. 8;

t^Db^i^ 4, 8. 11. 17. 20. 23; Jj^nbj^ 34 times; ^^sbx 5, 1; ^^ITIDK (k),

i<i'A (k) 4, 13. 14; j^iTjX 2, 38+ 9 times; J^ncS 6, 9. 10. 14; S>•^!; 5, 4.

237sj1-»^5< 5, 7. 16. 29; ky^S; 2, 35+ 19 times" (in 2,39 k has J^j^nj^ and

k y•^^ ;'liere the word is used adverbially); i<p1Si
Jer. 10, 11; J^D^TiJ^

3, 19. 22; *J<n^n Bz. 5, 3. 9. 11; 6, 3; J^rDS Ez. 5^ k; H'^S 4, 9+6 times;

a^-yiL^. 2, 11;' i;9; ^na 6, 17 + 6 times'i
Ij^ys

5,5; *knn-I 2, 35+ 12

times; *sr'^ 7, 10. 22. '26; 5<ri^ 2, 13. 15; Ez. 7, 12.21. 26;' J<5<n^ 4, 12.

20 (in 4, 20 Ginsb. gives nsm as a var.); tiOlTl 5, 18; Jj^bSTl 5,

2 + 8 times; i^'DT'Cn (k) X^-rpn (k) 5, 7. 16. 29;' sr^T 3, 7. 8;' 4^ 33;

7, 22; Ez. 5, 3; XTJ7 3, 5. 7. 10. 15; J^bzH Ez. 4, 22; 5<^ri 6, 21. 27;

i<lTn 2, 19; «:^bn 2^ 4+ 16 times; i<ni:n'5' 1- 2- 4. 23; kcH 2, 37;

5<ECn 2, 34. 35.^43. 45; iXDr^H 2, 22;" W^^t: 2, 45; srt:^2V41. 43;

i^pi-p
6, 3; Ez. 4, 21; 5, 5;'

Xpi"'
6, 11. 14,^ S^: 7, 2.

3;'*i5np^^
2, 37;

5,"l8; i^n^p^Ez. 4, 10; HIHS Ez. 7, 12. 21; "j^ECS 2, 35 + 9 'times;

5<Ti^3 3, 4;' 5<-ni2::D (k) 5, 30";'*J5jn3 5, 8+7 times; J^^^b 2, 19; 5,

30; 7^2.7.13; «-D75<7J 5,27; ij^^l^y(k) 6, 1
; &<nSTJ Ez" 7,' 17 (Ginsb.

gives a var. firdl'l); *iX2h'2 2,4+ 155 timesj" i^^TC 2,21; S^nii:^

5,10;
J^s^nD (k)Ez.5, 1; 6,' 14; J^HjD 6,20; XT'nD'(k) ^nin? a)^

22;
5<-^^D

4 6+ 12 times; *5<^ni Ez. 4, 16; J^ITHD 2,35+ 4' times;

^}'}r\'^J
Ez. 4, 18, 23; 5, 5; j^sic 6, 27; 7, 26. 28; J^ngp

Ez. 4, 8. 9.

17." §3; i^y:\:; 2, 8. 9; 3, 5. 15;"j<t:y 2, 14; ^^^b^ (k) 3,"26 + 9 times;

Srb>' 2, 20"+ 5 times; *x:a>- Ez."7, 13. 16. 25 (in 7, 13 Ginsb. gives

a var" TH^y); NSir:;? 4, 22. 29. 30; 5, 21; iXOB 5, 24; J^bns 2,34+ 11

times; ^TC^s (k)' 6, 29; *i<n'^rs 2, 4 + 7"times; S^JSHE 4, 14, Ez.
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4,17; 5,7.11; 6,11; )X)2)% 2, 31 + 7 times; )Xrp_ 3, 5 + 7 times; ^^^"1

7, 2; Ez.4, 10; 5, 8; J^^rsn (k) 2, 40; 3, 25; 7, 7.^23; J^n^n 2, 35; J^n

2, 18+ 4 times; J^n^TT 7, 7. 19; 5<n^np 3, 22;
«3t)b^'7, 27; ^XT'H

2, 15; 5^7jbl2J Ez. 5V7;
5<'^7Jir"

6,15; J^HSnS'd 6, 20;' *5<nbn Ez.^B," 4';

«nbn 5^ '16, 29; J^Bpn 2, '37. AIso the adVerbs
^^'^'T])^ 'Ez. 7, 23;

i^S'^ECi^ Ez. 5, 8+ 6 times; the not altogether certain "form J^D^IiJJ^

Ez. 5, 3. 9, and the proper name 5<*|Sl'n 3, 1.
T

Masculine nouns in the emphatic state occur with H as follows:

*nn^n ez. 5, 12; 6, i5; *roxr\ ez. 5, i4; 6, 5; 7, 18; *nr'n ez. 7,

26; ^TOini'^ Ez. 6, 2; *nr\)j^\ 20; nj^'n^BS (k) 5, 30; Ez! 5, 12;

*nnn3 5;?. i5; hsitj (k/6,'i; *r;3b7j 2,'n; riX"^nD (k) Ez. 5, i;

6, 14;" '^Trn;: Ez. 5,^3+ 12 times in Ezra; n^^b? (k) 3, 26. 32; 5, 18.

21; *n5/E'z. 5, 12; HSlC-^S (k) 6, 29;
"T^'^iB 2, 7; 5, 12;

HSl^-'Zn

(k) 2, 40; 3, 25; 7, 7. 23; rnZJ^"! 2, 38; *nnbn 3, 24+ 5 times. ^Note
T •• T T ;

that n is the rule when, as in the marginal forms (k) noted, it is pre-
ceded by 5^. The H in these cases is to be regarded as purely

orthographic, and presupposes spellings like X'TITS ? which latter, in

accordance with general Semitic usage, is for Jj^J^'ilTS (cf . below, § 38).
T T :

~

The masculine plural emphatic state ends everywhere in ;j<?i— (or
,

T ~

i<— ), except in the single instance n^^^'iT Ez. 4, 16. Most probably,

however, the vocalization in this instance is wrong, rf^iij^S having

been intended by the writer (so LXX, III Ez. 2, 20, Peshitta).

Feminine noims in the emphatic state singular with J< are as

follows: Xnnsx Ez. 4, 11; 5, 6; 5<n'^^5<2l
Ez. 4, 12; i<nn^2L Ez.

6, 2; Knn^na'2,'20, 23; «n^ba 2, 25;\5, 13; 6, 14; Ez. 6, 16;' snm
T : I : T IT T :

••

4, 12 + 5 times (in 4, 11 Ginsb. gives a var. nnVH); Stl";:lDn 2, 20.

21. 23; Xnirn: 2, lO; ^rn;^l 3, 6+ 7 times; J^FirTJ Ez.'5, 8; 6, 2;

*l}^n^Db?2"2', 37 + 18 times (in 7, 24 Ginsb. gives a 'var. nfllSb^j);

^r\f^'2 5,10; *«nbp 2, 8 + 11 times; 5<rnn?9 Ez.4, 12; j^n^pTO?;

3,^5. "7. 10. 15; i<n-i^3D 5, 5; i<np33
Ez'.' 6, 4. 8; ^nS^D 2,' 41;

Sni^n>' 2, 49; Ez. 5, 8;' 5<n";7Jlp 7,' 4;
)Xrp;y_

Ez. 4, 12 + 5 times;

i!<n-rn-i 7, 19. 23; 5<wnV5,"i8. i9; 7, 27V sns-i 4, 27; vmr:^
Gen!" 31,' 47; i^nb«^ 4, 14;

*
t^nj;^ 3, 6. 15; 4,' 30 (in 3, 6 Ginsb.

gives a var. JlPyilJ)-

Feminine nouns in the emphatic state singular are found with H
only in the following: *rin^ib7;3 2, 44 (here Ginsb. gives a var.

i<niDb7j); *T'\Tb'2 2, 5; *nn3?i23 5, 5 (here Ginsb. gives a var.
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Feminine nouns in the emphatic plural are found with ^ as fol-

lows: i^nyn^ss; 2,41; «nr3 6, 8. 13. 17. 20. 21. 23. 25 (twice). 28;

j^nrn 7,'7Vii'i9; snrip'3;2.3; my:>hi2 2,44; 7, 23; j^n-^ripj

2,22;' tXnp-^'C:? 2, 22; kniHSS 3, 2. 3. 2776; 8; J^n^/Jlp 7, 8.

' '' '

t't !• -: T T -:
- T T IT :'-

b) Feminine nouns in the absolute singular are found with 5< as

follows: 5^bt:S Ez. 4, 24; H^t:n (k) Ez. 6, 17; *i5rn 4, 13 (Strack

gives a var. nV^n); HCCn 3, 13 (Ginsb. gives a var. TVZt:);
^^'^Ij

3, 19j

^T* 5, 5. 24; U^n"^"' 3, 24; 6, 13; 7, 16 (in the last place used ad-

verbially, so also in 3, 24, although ^r\b'2 may be understood);

*i<^^ri^ 6, 4 (Ginsb. gives a var. Hl^n^); ^in'^'D Ez. 4, 15; J^^Dir?^ 7,

7; 5inn-;n7p
Ez. 6, 8; aanytyc ez. 5, 8; aniii 7, 21

; *^5^np
Ez. 4,

15; S^riin (k) 2, 40; 3V25;" 7, 7. 23;
Jj^^niT

3, 5. 7. 10.^15;
5<^DT23

7, 5. 19; i<n-nn 6, 17. 21; j^-n^bn (k) 2, 39; *i<s-pn 7, 7.

Feminine nouns occur with H as follows •

n"ilti^ Ez. 4, 8 (Ginsb.

gives a var. i^n::i«); nbD|S5 7, 7. 19; nyn'|J< 3, 25V 7, 6. 17; nS^i^ 4,

24 (Ginsb. gives a var. 5<::n5<); 7, 12; nj^^ 2, 21; ni3 4, 34; nb^n'n

7, 7. 19; n^T^'n 7, 5; n^^3?T 7, 8; nb^nfi 6, 23 (Ginsb. gives a\ar!

U^bl^n); mn 2, 9+ 8 times (in Ez. 4, 8 Ginsb. and in Dan. 2, 35

Strack give" as a var. Jj^in); nnn Ez. 6, 16; nj^tOH (k) Ez. 6, 17;

*TirT\ 7, 5. 7; JlTJpn 2, 30; 5, Tl. 14; Tt^^ 7,' 2l'; H^]?^ 2, 11;

*n"1"'n'' 3, 22-f5 time's (used adverbially inV, 7. 19; Baer has ni'^ri''

everywhere except in 6, 4, where he gives |j^"l"'ri'' ;
Strack cites certain

MSS. which always have J<"1TI"'); m"l3 2, 9; HinS 5, 5 (Ginsb.

gives a var. 5<nn5); n^p 6, 2; Ez. 6,'l7; 7, 22; n&p Ez. 6, 2;

Hj^inTj 7, 7. 19; ns::nn7j 2, i5; ns^sn^j 3, 22;
f\)i2

2, 9. lO;

nJT2
Ez. 4, 13. 20;W, 24;' HTOp 2, 46VnxiS3W^ Ez. 4,'l9; nnjnD

2, 6; n^DD/J^D 3, 5. 15; JI^jS^D '(k) 3, 10 (Ginsb. "gives a var. J^^DS^b)';

niTc:' 7, 24; nb3? 6, 5 (twice). 6; nns ez. 5,14; nrrbs 2,41; npii:T :
- T • TV T *

: 't :
•

4, 24; H'-^p 4, 23 (Ginsb. gives Tl'Q'^p only as a variant for
tj^'^"])

;

Baer and Strack give f'C^'p
in the text and

i<7J"'p
as a variant);

*n^-lp
Ez. 4, 10;

nC3"1^ 7, 7. 19; ^nu: 3, 19 + 4 times; Hn^rTT

2, 9^ '6, 5 (twice); T]'''2W2 7, 7 (Ginsb. gives a var. 5<TJJ?J); tlTii 4, 16;

nynn 2, 42; nrDn 7; 5; *ns^i3n 2, 40. 42 (in 2, 42 Ginsb. gives a

var.
iO-^pn).

c) Infinitives with 5< are found in * Sinin (Strack gives niZin)

2, 12. 24; i^btsn Ez. 4, 21 (Ginsb. gives a var. rlbton); 6, 8; j^32I^ 7, 19.
TT~ TT~, TT~

Infinitives with H are found as follows: *m3in 7, 26; HTlTl

3,13; 5,2; nbnsnn 2,26; 3,24; 6,20; n^Dn7j'Ez.'7, is; niTn^
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20; nbnn ez. 6, i2; n^inn 2, 10. le. 27; 3, 32; 5, 15 (in 2, 10 Ginsb.
T T - TT -: I-

gives a var. )lCm); nbn^H Ez. 7, 15; HniH 5, 8; nbbS'JJ Ez. 5, 3.

9; nnS3 3, 20^; nSDD 2,^46; n^CDH 6, 2^7 nb^ri 3, 29; nbyn 5, 7;

nbypn 4, 3; nb^|2'2, u; nb^'pnn 2,13; n-i^p 6,8; nnsipn 6,5

(twice); riTJirn^T, 26; m^T} 6,' 9. 16; 7, 25rEz. 6, 12 (in the last

passage Ginslj. gives a varyj^^DirH); nbEOpn 4, 34; nSjSn 6, 8.

d) The pronoun fc^DriDS occurs only'^in 3, 16. 17; Ez, 5, 11 (here

Ginsb. gives a var. nSHSi^); while nDHDJ^ is found in Ez. 4, 16. nDSU^
T :
—

:

appears as k in 2, 29+ 14 times; HDS occurs 13 times and 5^3^^ never

(in 2, 8 and Ez. 6, 12 Ginsb. gives a var. i<3i<); HD'H also is uniform,
T ;

being found 23 times in Ezra, 31 in Daniel and once in Jer. 10, 11 (in

2, 18 Ginsb. gives a var. 5<D1).

e) n is found in the 2d pers. masc. sing, in HfT'Tn 2, 41 (twice).

42; on the other hand 5< appears in J^pbpn 5, 27 (Strack gives a var.

nribpn)- Elsewhere the otiose letter is missing.

/) Verbs S"b ("'"'b) are found ending in ]}< as follows: Perfect—
*!!<nS5 Ez. 5, 16; JC'l 2,49; *5<in 5, 19 + 5 times (in 6, 4 Ginsb.

and'^Strack give a var.niH); *St:7J 4, 25; ^bD 2, 35 (in )IC'1'^'6 Ez.

6, 15 the 5< is otiose). Imperfect— 5<D2iln'' Ez.' 5, 15; 6, 3; J^D^inn

Ez. 4, 13. 16. 21 (in Ez. 4, 16 Ginsb. gives "a var. n33riri); X:?^"' 6,' 8,

13; jy7n5< 7, 16; *«)nb 2, 28 + 15 times; *55inFl 2, 40+ 3 times;

5<^r;i< 2, 24 (Baer has n^rilSt ;
Strack and Ginsb. give variants T\T'\^

and n^nX); 5<^m3 2, 4 (so Strack; Baer and Ginsb. have Jl^nD);

\XrpT 4, 32; Xn7Jn^ Ez. 6, 11; i<t37J^ 4, 8. 17; )iayr\ 6, 9. 13 (in

both cases Ginsb. gives a var. HUPl » while Baer has rT^STl in the

text); i<S:i'; 4, 14. 22. 29; J^Dpn Ez. 7, 17; i<"ip5< 5, 17 (Strack gives

a var.
TT^-pTiO; i^P";^": 3, 6. li| 6, 8. 13; JESTS'; 3; 31; 6, 26; Ez. 4, 22;

^roj"; 7,24; )iq^T\ 6,8; 7,23; J^BFl'J:'; 2,9; Xp'OT": Ez.6,11. Impera-

tive—
J^yp

Ez. 5,15. Participle— * j<3?n 6, 14; *Hb:» 2, 22. 28. 29;

lXr'2 5, i9; ^linZ] 2, 23; 5<TO 6, 11; lirj 5,25 (twice). 26; J^n^Z 5,

19"; ^)>;2.12 6, il; k:p 3, 4;"4, 11; 5, 7; 'siraJnp 2, 21; J^^ip 2,^22;

5<nuJ:i 5,l2. Infinitive—
55rj2 3,19; )liX)12 ^^ 2; ^'^12 Ez."5, 2. 17;

6, 'si S:sb Ez. 5, 3. 13; ^qrq 2, I8; ^)>y,2 2, 47; STTO Ez. 4, 14;

^'yp'2 5', 8. 16; \X)T02 3, 26;'i<n'j:7J 5, 16.'

Verbs J<''b ('''b) are found with final H as follows: Perfect—
*nn5J; 7,22; Ez.5,3; *nyn 2,16 (Baer 5<3?n); *nin 4, 26+ 6 times;

HTn 4, 20; 7, 1 (in 4, 20 Ginsb. gives a var. J^TH)";
*
nt:7J 7, 13. 22;

tS2 5, 26; nm 4, 8. 17. 30. Imperfect-*rnnb 4, 22V*mnn 2,
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41. 12; 4, 24; rmrp_ 5, 12; n:inriD 2, 7; n^r 7, ii; n-;p^. 5, 7;

n^nir-; 3,29. Participles—nnN; 7^ is; njb^ 3,"i2; *n3;n 6, ii;'*nba

2, 4'7; np^ 3, 25; nTn 2, 31+ 14 times; nTH 3, 19; Vliynp 2, 2i

(Ginsb. gives a var. 5<l^n?J); TW 2, 5+21 times; flb'j: 4,i;'nni23 5,1.

7. A similar fluctuation appears in the early Aramaic in-

scriptions, so much so that Lidzbarski remarks (p. 20): "In

verbs third Jl (&5) and in the st. abs. fern. sing, as well as the

st. emph. the use of tl and i< fluctuates down to the latest

times, but the oldest texts show a preference for H ." Examples
are as follows (as noted above, references, unless otherwise

specified, are to the CIS.; for abbreviations see Lidzbarski,

pp. 4, 507) :

a) In the masc. sing. emph. st., Jl occurs for X only in HDT (HDl)

(BA nS'l) and in the following forms, which, however, are not entirely

certain: HQlJ^ proper name 122, 1. 2; ribpH 53, 1 (also J^bpH, e. g.,

113, 18: Syr. tfaJ): H^J^S Si., Eut. 99, 2 (Syr. j^ji); HlT^p name of

a deity (cf. Baethgen, Beitrdge z. semit. Religionsgeschiehte, 1888,

108) Na., 197, 5; 198, 4 (also ^u:y Na., 209, 9); nSiS (graini) Pan.

6, 9. In the fem. emph. st. n appears only in the doubtful form

nnpSD (which could be taken as with suff. 3 sing.; BA Jj^npSJ, Syr,

IZLoaJ) 146 A, 1. In Christian Palestinian final a is represented by Jl

instead of 5< only in a few evidently uncertain cases, viz. ^ - - -

>nNs\» ,
eternal life, John 5, 24 (elsewhere always )

» i m), and oi.aJcls')]

ovla^?
,
the rulers of the people, Luke 24, 20; cf. Noldeke, ZDMG., 22

(1868), 448 (the forms may, of coiu-se, be taken as with suffix 3 sing.,

after the type ]^i *|V? ai * a * n
, Noldeke, § 205, C).

h) In the feminine ending of nouns H appears as follows: H'-i^
Na. proper name 204, 2; 271, 3 (Eut. 18, 1?); niH Had. 28; Na., 218,

4; 221, 6 (also J^in Pa., T II b, 10; BA Jlin , Syr. f^-); r;t:n Pan.,

6. 9 (also 5<t3n Pa., T II b, 9 = Arab. ILL^); ri&^"'t:n Na., 224, 11

(=Arab. iuxla&. to which Syr. (D^^-^^-.*
—by analogy—corresponds);

mni?J Na., 209, 6; 219, 5 (= Arabic 4^^); Jl^i'J Na., 205, 9; Si.,

Eut. 457, 1 (BA nS;p, Syr. )i^); cf. nS7jnbn Pa., Vog. 6, 4, and

n5^72^?jn Na., 200,^9'; np-i2 us a, 5 (ba npirs , syr. ii?i); nDin

113, 20 (Syr. jl*.); ^Tm and ^T^'S^ Pan. 6. 9 '(cf. Cooke, p. 176);

also in the following participles, nnbs 141, 3; HD'^IH 141, 1. 3; Si.,

Eut. 393; 394, 1.
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c) No instance occurs with H in the ending of infinitives.

d) In verbs ^'^ rt): Perfect—nn^ Zenj. C, 2(Lidzb., p. 444)?;

n33 Na., 162; 163, C; 164, 3; 182, 1, also in the Na. proper name

bnn^n 158, 5; nin Na., 224, 4; HD? 145 B, 2; Pa., Vog. 83 b, 3; 105,

3. Imperfect—mnn Pa., T II c, 28; XTiTr 149 B C (uncertain);

nn'j:'' 145 a, 7. Participles—nin (act.) Ner. 2, 5; HipH^^ Pa., Vog.

34, 6; Chediac 1,5 (also i<"ipn7J Na., 158, 2 and elsewhere); ^"112372

line 2 of the hunting inscription in Cilicia (Lidzb., p. 446; Cooke, No.

68).

8. Thus it will be seen that, while in Syriac feminine nouns

as well as masculine nouns in the emphatic state regularly end

in X (N5ldeke, §70; Brockelmann, §§98, 99), in BA, on the

other hand, feminine nouns in a majority of cases end in n ,*

while the emphatic state usually has J^.**

' In Arabic it is the rule that feminine nouns with the formative

suffix -at should be written with 5 in the absolute and construct

states, as, e, g., 2Lo4X« and j^^l iLL>tX^ . The orthographic prin-

ciple underlying this method is, as Noldeke {Beitrdge zur semitischen

Sprachwissenschaft, 1904, 7) tells us, that in Arabic the consonants

are written as the words were spoken when isolated, each by itself, i. e.,

iinconnected with the preceding word, and in the pausal form with
Go

reference to the following word. Now, the pausal form (*—ftiJi) of the

feminine ends in -ah (for -at), the h being sounded, and not otiose

(Vernier, I, 115; see Wright, I, 7 footnote, 184A). In Hebrew and

Aramaic the absolute state of nouns is properly a pausal form (see

Margolis, AJSL., XII (1896), 203). Hence the spelling with H in BA,
referred to in the text, agrees with the history of the form; in other

words, the orthography here is historical. Where feminine nouns are

written in BA with ^ at the end, the historical orthography is given

up in favor of phonetic spelling under the analogical influence, it

would appear, of the emphatic state (see under ^); in Syriac the

analogy is there regular.
^ One of the theories as to the origin of the emphatic state in Ara-

maic is that it is a development from the old Semitic accusative (cf.

Barth, AJSL., 1901, 50). If this be so, J< corresponds to the I in the

pausal form in Arabic (Vernier, I, 113). Thus: Is-Lo
, pause Ix-Lo =

5}53bl2 • The use of H in certain instances may be due to analogy

\vith the feminine (see imder *).

9. In BA, as in Hebrew, T\ is used in the prefix of the

perfect, imperfect, and infinitive of the causative stem (add the
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examples of the imperfect and participle with Si not syncopated,

given below, § 26, and the participle of the Hoph'al, given in

§48), as well as in the prefix of the perfect and infinitive of

the passive (reflexive) stems, i5 appearing only occasionally.

This is regarded by Kautzsch as an Hebraism {GBA., § 23, 1,

rem. 1).

The examples with H are as follows: Haph'el perfect: 3d sing,

masc. -?p-n 6, 24; ^t\^ri 5, 13; ^bl^n
Ez. 4, 10; 5, 12; bj^H Ez. 5, 14;

6, 5; 3?lin 2, 15. 17. 28. 45;
t|y-|ip

2, 29; nnin Ez. 4, 10; "pB:::^ 5, 2;

Ez. 5, 14 (twice); 6, 5; b^DH 2^25; 6, 19; nbin 3, 30; 6, 29; D^pn 3, 2.

3.5; D"pri6,2; *nTJ^pn5,ll; Jltpb'^ri 2,48;
r|t:b"::n

2,38; wiVoJH

5,26; jrryn 2,14; 3dfein.sing. np'^H 2,34.45; n^Ipn 7,5; 2d masc.

sing. ^Dnnin 2,23; KDnyiin 2,'' 23; n7j-pn 3, i2.'''i8; nbeirn 5,

22; IstsiAg. ra^pn 3,14;' nrisTrn 2,25'; 3dplural, Vn-n's, 3. 28;

6,17.25; tip-nr; 6,25; ^DCHri 7,22; JinpH 5,29; r^^hri 5,29; ^pB:n
5,3; Jipsn 3,22; V^S^H 5;20; 7,12; r^-J^n Ez.6,18;' bipn Ez.

6,' 1?';

^n^a-^pn 7, i3; ;iT|»"in
ez. 5, 12; ^m-^n 6, 7. 12. 16; ^"ns^n 6, 12;

Ez. 4, 19; «:^^^nn Ez. 5, 11
;
1st plural, J^riin Ez. 4, 14; 'j^SHSTTn

6,6; imperative ^Dbyn 2,24; UbjLTl Ez. 7, id; ^jinn 2,6. Hithpe'el

perfect: 3d masc. sing. nDD'uJn 2, 35; 6, 24; Ez. 6, 2; ^b7jnn 3, 19;

3d fem. sing.
*
n^Tann 2, 34'; nnSniZJn 5, 11. 12. 14; 6, 5. 23; '2d masc.

sing. nn^nuJn 5,27: 3d plural, ^isnnnn 3,28. Hithpa'el perfect,

3d masc. sing. T|"ir:nn 3, 27; "^nDnn Ez. 5, 1; 3d plural, ^n^DDn Ez.

7, 16; 2d plural, ".^iriD^'nTri (k) 2, 9. Hithpo'lal perfect, 2d masc. sing.

n7J72iirin 5, 23. To the infinitives given above (§ 6) add the follow-

ing: 7\TJ^iin
Ez. 5, 10; ^2n>"-in 2,26; 4,15; 5,15.16; npTpri ez.4,

22; nn^b^n 6,i5; tnnTipn 6,4; i^n^nnn 3,i6; n^n-iDnn Ez. 7, 16.

Following are the examples with J< : Haph'el perfect,
*
n7-''p5< 3, 1

;

imperative, riHyt Ez. 5, 15; tinriSi 4, 11; infinitive, ri"''ir;i< 5, 12.

Hithpe'el, *nnT3nx 2, 45; n^^nsni^ 7, 15; inp:?nj5 (k), n^pyns^ (k),

7, 8. Hithpa'ai, i;n"::&5 (k), ^pri'ili^ 3, 19; ^t:^'^n5< 6, 8. Ethpo'lal,

D7;ina;jj; 4, 16.

10. In the inscriptions a similar fluctuation appears in the

use of n and 5< ,
the older inscriptions having more frequently

n . Following are the examples taken from Lidzbarski:

With n- Haph'el, 3d masc. sing, "p^n Ner. 2,3; nnSJl Pan. 4;

^nyn Pan. 18; Upr^ Pan. 18; *D-pn Na., 161, I, 1; ^npH 75, 4;
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'3"in Pan. 7 (twice); nniTil Had. 29; with suff. 3d sing. masc.

nn^D^n Pan. 9; with suff. 1st sing. ^:212:in Pan. 19; Bauin. 5; 1st

sing. nniTin Had. 19; nrpn Had. 1; with suff. 3d sing. masc.

nnnt:'" Bauin. 12; Hithnaph'al (root HaX or n5<"', cf. Lidzbarski,

205) in^rnn Bauin. 14.

With S. 'Aph'el, ^ni< (for ^ni^i<, cf. Arabic ^\) Pa., Vog. 15,

4; ^n^'S^ in the proper name bn^tT^i^ 196, 3; -QnU^ Pa., Noldeke 2;

^Ti^ Na., 183, 3; pss Pa., T. II b, 43; pc&^ Pa., Vog. 3, 1; *ny^
Pa., Vog. 13, 2; B 1, 3; Vog. 4, 3; Eut. 103, 2; liTS (rt. "niD) Pa., T.

II c, 21; 3d fern. sing. ffiJ^pX Pa., Vog. 7, 3; 11, 2; nn-^U^ Pa., T. I,

3; 1st sing. t^'Cpi^ Pa., T. II c, 10; with suff. 3d masc. sing.

nn^nnx Pa., Noldeke 6; 3d pi. l7J^p« Na., 164, 1; Vog. 5, 3 (B 2, 3);

InnnX Si., Eut. 463, 3; 1pCi< Pa., T. I, 5; infinitive, J^llnnj^ Pa.,

Vog. 71; Ethpa'al, perfect 3d sing. fern. ri7jbirX (with 'jj doubled

for n:^bnirx) Pa., Vog. 95, 4.

11. While in Arabic the usual preformative of the IV is (

there are certain rare forms with iO, as |^ for L|, ^^1^

for ^>M, olv^ for oKI (Heb. p^";^!), Alsb for .bt, ^[^ for

v^l (root ^1, Aramaic nr\i<), jljJ^, ^j^ (Heb. 1^7^N;n),

Wright, Arab. Gram., I, §45, rem. d. With reference to the

last example it must be said that it is a loan-word ultimately

from the Hebrew; cf. Syriac C^^^ (Noldeke, Mand., §163).
In the Sabsean dialect »1 regularly occurs as the preformative,

whereas in the corresponding Minsean dialect 1Z3 is employed,

ininn ,
etc. (Hommel, Sild-arab. Chrestomathie, 1893, §23).

In Mandaic also tl is found occasionally, e. g., b''bli<n (Syr.

VL4, Heb. b^yij), p-'SSXn (also p^B5<), p-'CSXH (also pX&<) ;

as a loan-word (see above) IJ^'J^i^n ;
cf. also the inf. J^'^TllD^^n

(by the side of the nomen actionis J^nTSS^lDU^) ;
cf. Arabic

^Sjs> (Noldeke, Mand., § 163).

Thus, although BA and Hebrew agree in the use of Jl in

the preformative of the Haph'el (Hiph'il), in view of the fact

that n is found in the inscriptions and in Sabsean, and spo-

radically in Arabic and Mandaic, we need not assume Hebrew

influence to account for its use in BA.
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12. The following words are written in BA with W :

^
nirn (Syr. r^) 7, 5: HOW^Z^ 2, 11; 4, 9; i^w: 2, 35; 5<ir Ez. 5,,

15,' ri^^jT\'2
Ez. 4, 19; n^^\Syr. ^iia:^) 4, 12; ys'ir^" 4, 22. 29. 30;

5,21; nii::? (Syr. jJOi.) 4, 26; 7,7.20. 24; Ez.6,17; nV^D?? 7,24;
j-'nb:?

6, 2; 'ais (Syr. ws|j») Ez. 5, 5; 6, 7. 8. 14; 5<nn'^ Ez.V, 9; U^Sir^ (root

X:;ir , Syr. U^) 3, 31
; 6, 26; Ez. 4, 22; if,-^^ 2, 6+ 10 times;' -J^-Sir

2, 48; Ez. 5. 11; U^n^inic (Syr. ]io?au») Gen. 31, 47; TV21L (root dYiC,

Syr. >cajc) 3, 10; T\'2W Ez. 6, 12; Qb Ez. 5, 3+ 7 times; ^7^125
Ez.

5, 14; rcir 3, 12; ;i7J^;p
Ez. 4, 21; n''W 3, 29 + 6 times; Ti'aw 6, 18;

nwn'' Ez. 4, 21; -Atwri^ 2, 5; D'^n7j Ez. 5, 8; nr:i2: (Syr. 1^) 7, 5;
t;- "t;" t:- -;

^DnbDir 5, 11. 12. 14; bsnir^J 7, 8;
SD'^ (Syr. Uis) 4, I6; -i:?ts (Syr.

i^j 3,^27; 7, 9: n-^3?ic 4, 30; also 5<5S\D (Greek o-a/A/Swr?) 3, 5. 7. 10.

15 (in 3, 5 Ginsb. gives a var. i^DZC); aiid the following proper names:

sriTrTi:rin"i5< Ez. 4, 7 (twice). 8. 11. 23; 7, i5; cf.
5<np"i2Jnri'^y5

ez.

7, 12. 21; bvnw^ (Syr. '^-^jjo-^
Matt. 2, 6) Ez. 6, 14+ 5 times; ^tjTpB

2, 10; S^-IITSU) 2, 5; 4, 4; 5, 7, 30; "J<^;^3 3, 8.

Kautzsch, though referring to certain instances where tD is

used in the inscriptions, regards the use of W in BA as an

Hebraism.

13. There seem to have been originally three sibilants in

Semitic, the exact pronunciation of which cannot now be de-

termined. They were not, however, given a uniform pronun-
ciation throughout the Semitic area. There existed dialectic

variations; cf. Judges 12, 6 for an instance among the Hebrews.

This irregularity in pronunciation explains the absence of a

fixed method for distinguishing the sibilants in writing. Only
with the growth of a literature was the usage crystallized, one

custom coming to be regarded as the standard. The BA dates

from the period of uncertainty, and the promiscuous use of 123

and D, so far from being due to Hebrew influence, is rather

an evidence of conformity to the usage of early Aramaic.

The inscriptions, especially the earlier ones, show a similar

irregularity in writing the sibilants.

Thus: "llJniry Pa. proper name, Vog. 4, 2 (Cooke, 113, 2) tran-

scribed Aadtopov ;
cf . 5<3"linC3' Pa- proper name, Mliller, 46, 2
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(Cooke, 143, 2), and mncyiny , Scheil, 2, 1; 3, 1; iriS , CIS., II,

10, explained in the Assyrian section as meaning "a half mina;" cf.

D"IS Pan. 6; cf. also Dan. 5, 25 (cf. Bevan, p. 106). !5<'^3ir "great,"

Pa., Vog., 15, 5 (Cooke, 121, 5); cf.
'i^'^jC

in the same line and r^lU

Pa., T. I, 6; bj<'J"D Bauin. 2f., 17; Sam'al name of a country, per-

haps = Hebrew b^'2W "the left," i.e., "the north;" cf. Pa.
-{$720

"thy left hand," Noideke, ZA., U (1894), 264-267; ID"'!^ proper

name transcribed aopaixov {— Arab.
viLsj-Cw) Vog. 11, 1; 12, 1; Afr. 1,

2; also probably 13, 2; cf. I^^D Vog. 26, 4; 101, 3. Lidzbarski

(p. 372) mentions also y^lT "to satisfy" and refers to CI. Ganneau's
Pa, I, 7, also ^3?3Tr proper name 115.

The inscriptions seem to be irregular also in their transcription of

the sibilants in Assyrian and Babylonian proper names (Lidzbarski,

p. 392). Thus:

Assyrian 5 = IT, in I^QH,
"j'^rS, pnTDlT, "i:2XD"u3 ,

"jSniT
s = C, in 7C?jnn«, ^:i2DD

s=D, in x«, xbnnx, 3D, X, x^'bsnbjn
" s elsewhere = 123

Babylonian 8 = 0? in "I'^bjCI'J

14. The traditional' pronunciation of Hebrew TT and the

uncertainty of orthography which permits W and D to be

used promiscuously for each other*" notwithstanding, we possess

sufficient evidence that originally W and C represented dis-

tinct sounds. The proof is, first, that in the South Arabic

alphabet the sounds corresponding to the Hebrew "j3
, 123 ,

and

C are represented by three distinct symbols, H, ^, and
j|;°

secondly, that the graphic differentiation of 123 and 123 by
means of a diacritic point comes from late Masoretic times,**

thus showing that in an older period the two sounds for which

the symbol 123 was used were nearer to each other than either

was to C . The consensus of opinion among scholars is that

primitive Semitic possessed three s-sounds, the exact pronun-
ciation of which cannot now be determined, and which, although
more or less similar, were sufficiently distinct to warrant the

creation of three distinct symbols in Southern Arabic. The

following table shows these three s-sounds and their permuta-
tions in the various Semitic dialects:
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Ass.
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be determined. We will represent them by s, s, and s (i. e., T2J, ^,
D). Of these three consonants s and s stand closer to each other than
either does to s." Cf. also Zimmern, 11; 14 f.; Lindberg, 73 f.

' Cf. Delitzsch, Assyrian Grammar, § 46.

15. The absence of a special symbol in Syriac for the sound

represented in BA by b as little disproves the existence of

such a sound in Aramaic as the absence of a symbol in Arabic

for \ proves that the sound was originally wanting in Arabic.

The truth is that both in Hebrew and in Aramaic the 123 sound,

originally nearer to "JJ than to C, in course of time came to

be sounded like C . The Masoretes, both in the Hebrew and

Aramaic texts of the Bible, endeavored, as a rule, to retain the

historical spelling with 123
, preferring to indicate the modern

pronunciation by a diacritic point. In Syriac the identifica-

tion of the ic and C sounds led to the phonetic spelling with

a uniformly. The use of 123 for jc in BA, in view of the

orthography of early Aramaic inscriptions, as well as of the con-

siderations derived from a comparison with the other Semitic

languages, can by no means be considered a Hebraism, but is

rather a part of early Aramaic orthography. Of course, the dia-

critic point indicating the C pronunciation of one of the two

cognate sounds represented by 123 is a Masoretic device common
to the Hebrew and Aramaic portions of the Old Testament.

'Cf. Noldeke (he is treating of the Palmyrene inscriptions), ZDMG.,
XXIV (1870), 95: "As far as the sibilants are concerned, we find 123

several times where we should expect to find
;
thus in "i5<"'jl23 ,

J!<123'>3? and
"^1123

. In all these cases Hebrew has 123 and we must

read 123 . However, I regard this manner of writing only as a remi-

niscence of an older form of language, because the fact that the

specific consonant 123 (differing as well from 123 as from C) does not

occur elsewhere, but, as usual in Aramaic, had become C ?
is proved

by the use of .^''30 iii close proximity to 15<''3123 and by inO 'to

witness,' which etymologically should also have 123 ."

16. The doubling of a consonant in BA, as in Hebrew, is

organic in the Pa'el (Pi'el) ;
e. g., '^bspn 2, 6, etc.; and the

Hithpa'al (Hithpa'el); e. g., b^nfin 2,' 44, etc. This, of

course, is a part of general Semitic grammar. The intensified

meaning is expressed by an increase of volume within the stem
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(Stade, §154 a; Konig, II, 379). In Syriac, with regard to

doubling in general, it must be remarked that only the Eastern

Syrians continued to pay attention to it, while the Western

Syrians gave it up at a very early date. The vocalization,

however, unmistakably points to the general prevalence of

doubling in the e9,rlier stages of Aramaic
;
in other words, BA

is proved to be more primitive than Syriac in this respect.

17. Equally a common Semitic feature is the doubling of

the middle (forms fa"al, fa'Hl, etc.; Kautzsch, § 59; Barth,

Nomen. xi) or third (forms fi'ill, fu'ull; so at least according

to Barth, §§ 95 ff.
; usually the doubling in these forms is

regarded as artificial; see below 24) radical in certain forma-

tions expressing intensity, although not derived from the

so-called Intensive stem.

18. Assimilation of vowelless 3 takes place in BA as in

Hebrew (GK, §19, 2 a):

a) With
-^7^,

bt27J 4, 22. 30; 5. 21; DytD7J Ez. 6, 14; ^C53^J Ez. 6,

8. In all other cases the 3 is retained, not only before laryngeals, as

r"rS-VJ (cf. Heb. T5<?J) Ez. 5, 16; J^bD-^n-^J 5,2; Ez. 6, 5; nmnn"(7J
7, 20; XTi2bV"\12 (cf. Heb. UO^'2) 2, 20; but also before other con-

sonants,
as'Vl^^'I'J (Heb. tl^S/J) Ez. 6, 5, etc.; S^Sa-j^J 6, 24, etc.;

i<^--7p
7, 4; Drp'IP Ez. 6, 14; T'pp (iJiTj) 6, 29; "bS'-J (Heb.

-b37p) 7, 7, etc.; 5<3b7J-"p (of . Heb.
"qbjap) 2, 16, etc.; ^^nn^ID'-J 2,

41 1
i^^^^ssp;-";

7, 16; ^^n^nv-jp 5,
I9r5<;/Jip'"(?j

(cf. Heb! rriy^B'Q)

4, 20,^etc.r ninri""!7J (cf. nnri/j) Jer. 10,"^ ll. It will thus be seen

that the assimilation of the 3 of 17J is rather rare in BA as compared

with Hebrew, where the rule is that while the 3 remains in the majority

of cases before the article (i. e., before the laryngeal Jl) it is otherwise

usually assimilated.

h) In verbs
^'3 , nnS (Syr. M) Ez. 5, 15; mnn Ez. 6, 5;

-j^nnri^J

Ez. 6, 1; bs: (Syr. vIS) 3, 6. 10. 11; -^^bsn 3, 15; nb^H 3, 29;

tin^b^n 6, 15; b^P 6, 28;
-jSrip

2, 6. 48; T|n3n7J 5, 17 ; 5"^rii«5 (Syr.

e»Zl) 4, 11.

19. 3 remains unassimilated in BA:

a) As in Hebrew before laryngeals, 17111311 (cf. Heb. H/ljlTi Joel 4,

11) 5, 20; r;n37j Heb. nn37j) 2, 46; -,in3t:by: 7, 12.
T • T • •

'
• \T T
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b) In verbs
-j^'s, ty'pm Ez.4,22; n^TDHTJ Ez.4,15; pTDHri Ez,4,

13; pB?n (Syr. ^]) 5, 2; Ez. 5, 14 (twice); 6, 5; tipKn 5, 3; ",r,r

(cf. Syr. ^.£j) 2, 16; -^mn Ez. 7,20;
-jJlDPip^

Ez. 4, 13;
-jrirpb

Ez. 7, 20.

c) In roots D"y, ^nisD5< (Syr. ^^i^], Heb. VEX) 2, 46; 3, 19;

always in the pronoun nnDU^ (k, i. e., nrijX, k
nnpSl, Syr. iaf);

"723 (Syr. \yl^
or

]il-^
contracted from

1>1^)
Ez. 7, 20 and 5^^733 Ez.

5, 17; 6, 1; -ptsan (Syr. \L^, Heb.
H^H)

Ez. 6, 9; 7, 22; ^niB??

(cf. Syr. )IlI, Heb. Q^Bpy) 4, 9+ 5 times.

d) In the following examples: ^T1^ Ez. 5,4; TTTJr\ 2,17; V-'^b

Ez. 6, 17; nran (Syr. tilii) 7, sV WD-'Dn (SyrV ZoLai) 2," 7;
TT :

• T ;
•

i^^jruJVJJ Ez. 4, 9. In H^jS^D 3, 10, rT'jDTJC 3, 5. 15 and i^nrTJ
T ;

"
o I t: I T : I : •.. t : i- :

(Syr. \h \ t|V ) Ez. 5, 8; 6, 2, the — under ] represents a Greek or

Semitic vowel lost in Aramaic. In r^riDCB 3, 5. 10, 15 and r"it33CS

8, 7, the 5 stands for I as shown by the Greek ^aXrripLov. (On the

interchange of n and I cf. Haupt, SBOT., Isaiah, p. 121, 1. 48.)

e) As in Hebrew, after the non-formative (separable, representing
an originally separate word in proclisis) prefixes ^ and 5 ,

in SHJ^^inDlH

Ez. 6, 14 and TiJDS 7, 6.

'
''

'

20. On the whole, the same principles obtain in Syriac.
As first radical, 3 is almost always assimilated after a prefix;

cf . uis| for .

-^oi) ,
A 2«^ for ^Ixisa ,

etc. As second radical, D is

assimilated in certain nouns, as InL (for j^iC
*

cf. Heb. pZ^

Cant. 4, 9 [Lagarde, Obersicht, 175: pj7
— form fi'al— to

1^—form fi'l— as
"libll

to ~bn, Dibn to BA Obri, filffl to

"inc, |1<4 to b?;, )<.<^; to bn, ]Lr\; cf. Margolis, ^J5fL.,

XII (1896), 215), \k\, etc., as compared with )_Iis, etc. (it is

immaterial, as far as Syriac is concerned, whether the syllable

was originally closed in early Aramaic, or became closed in

Syriac). The j which is dropped in pronunciation is some-

times retained in writing, e. g., in ^i"
(cf. Ui^), Uij]' ^]j ©tc.

Similarly, before ]^, j frequently loses its sound, at times

even when retained in writing; e. g., |£uL^ (cf. Heb. "S3),

\h^ (cf. nrns), f£^ (cf. Heb. nsnb), \'lu (cf. Heb. nssn);
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and
]zi^^ (cf. ^nrip), fil^ (cf. Heb. Hrsc), IzLil (cf.

!!<ni2J, Targum, T\i]j Mesha stone, 2, 8, and elsewhere; see

below, §17).

21. In the early Aramaic inscriptions there is irregularity

as to the assimilation or non-assimilation of 3. Sometimes

the same word is written in both ways.

Following are the examples collected from Lidzbarski's glossary:

"linn*' (root nriD ;
observe that the 3 is assimilated before H as in

Syriac and BA, 145 B, 6; ino^ (root r;D3) Ner. 1, 9; ^nlHCD^ 113, 14;

pS* )
with assimilation always in the Palmyrene Tarif , as p25^ II b,

43; P37J
II a, 31; 6,31ff.; ^p^-C 116,47; ps^-J II c, 12; "ps^J 116,

16; J<3pS"J
II «, 11 ff.; J<Dp37J'i lie, 44; without assimilation, pSSH''

113, 21; p3D^ Na. 197, 2; 198, 5. 9; 206, 5; 207, 3; ^^n^TJ (root Z'l^)

Pa., Mtiller, C, 1; inf. Q^jb Had., 10 (twice); 1^23 always without

assimilation, 1213'' Ner. 1, 13; "112311 Ner. 1, 12 (in Hebrew this word
is always !l"'J2"' in non-pausal forms, cf. Prov. 20, 28, but Jllb23^ when

in pause, cf. beut. 33, 9; GK, § 66, 2 Kem. 1. On ')-2'}b ProV. 2, 8 cf.

Haupt, SBOT., p. 35, 1. 30: "For the non-assimilation of the 3 in

nbZpb
cf. the Ass. Saf'el usansir [Del., HW., 477 6; Assijr. Gr., § 496].

In Assyrian antedental n is, as a rule, not assimilated in cases where

the assimilation would produce ambiguity; e. g., enzu "goat" in

distinction from ezzu "strong;" ensu "weak" in distinction from essu

{-edsu,hadsu) "new," etc.);
"jn^ (root -^3) Had., 23; 149 BC, 12; Pa.,

T., II a, 5; 6, 20; 13^"^ Had., 4; and the doubtful case
'p3n("')

138 B,

2; cf. also ^3^ 145 D, 1; Na. 197, 3. 6; 198. 5.

22. This irregularity is a mark of the growth of the lan-

guage. It points back to a period when 3 was pronounced as

well as written; the next step was to assimilate it to the fol-

lowing consonant, but to retain it in writing, as was done in

Syriac;" the final step was to eliminate the 3 in writing, since

it was no longer pronounced. This process did not take place

in all the words of any one language simultaneously, and some

words reached the final stage while in others the 3 was still

pronounced. The comparative infrequency of assimilation in

BA shows this to be an early stage in the development of the

language, yet one which was considerably advanced beyond
the earliest form of Aramaic.

*See above, §16.
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23. Doubling results in BA, as in Hebrew, from the sup-

pression of i< or n after a vowelless consonant. Hebrew forms

like m^ Ps. 42, 6, cf. ^nDD-in"] Ps. 72, 15, are due to this

process. The Hithpe'el of verbs ^'^ is an example in BA;
6. g., "("^Tri^

4, 9 is to be explained as being really a Hit'aph'al

form, of which no example is extant in roots other than Y?

(cf. Noldeke, §36; contrast Haupt, SBOT., Ezra, p. 62). The

Syriac form >a^zij (>aA.oz]), however, proves that we are

dealing with a phonetic principle which existed in Aramaic

independently of Hebrew. Talmudic 17in"'5^ , i. e., "l/JDi^ for

^7JU<ni5< ,
is another illustration of the same principle ;

cf. Syriac

fl^J] {f^z]). In Arabic (}jd\ and similar forms (Wright, I,

§ 139) the doubling of the consonant compensates for the

suppression of a preceding | .

BA T\^2rr 4, 14 is not analogous to
nSpJTI''

Gen. 23, 9 for HD^n^*,
<

*
<'

*

as proved by the position of the accent and by the mappik in the Jl .

In BA, as in Targumic and other Aramaic dialects (also occasionally

in the inscriptions, cf . Lidzbarski, 404), the suffixes are joined in the

imperfect to a form which corresponds to the Arabic second energetic

(but with — in the place of L). The suffix "ilS" , however, is joined,

as Dj" occasionally in Hebrew, to the form corresponding to the first

energetic.

24. BA shares with Hebrew the peculiarity of unorganic

doubling of consonants for the purpose of protecting a Semitic

short vowel in an open unaccented syllable.* An older period

in both languages is to be distinguished in which the doubling
served the additional purpose of increasing the volume of the

form.'' There is, however, no reason to suspect a Hebraism,

as the phenomenon is met with also in Syriac."

•The examples in BA are nS^n 3, 2, etc. (=Heb.); i^'^Tap^r; 2,

10, etc. (Heb. n^52pnn); J^^DISb
3, 4, etc. (cf. Syr. ^IL); -inPybs

Ez. 6, 18 (cf. Heb.
"

nisbs)," >inSp^5< 5, 6. The words HSp" and

HybD, however, may represent lexical Hebraisms, technical words

from the temple liturgy and service; cf. also above, §20, for another

view.

''From this older period date the imperfect forms bS"* 3, 29 and

2,rr 7, 26; cf. in Hebrew regularly the forms of the imperfect of '"£
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verbs, the second radical of which is a sibilant; e. g., fl^^n (rt. T\'Z'');

GK., § 93, 2, Rem. 1 and § 71). Elsewhere (the noun ^TQ ,
which is

perhaps an Aramaism [Kautzsch, Aramaismen, 51], excepted) in

Hebrew, instead of the doubling of the second radical, the vowel of

the prefix is modified in accordance with the usual rules applying to

open unaccented syllables immediately preceding the accented syl-

lable, and is treated as permanent even though the accent shifts; hence

yT , nTT.-; , ^3yT_ Jer. 17, 9.

Margolis (AJSL., XIX [1903], 168) regards "niT;;
and

jn*]
as

parallel forms exactly as are D''"'Q'n and D''b'-ii ;
the permanency of

the vowel of the prefix and the 'doubling' of the first radical serve,

each in its way, to increase the volume of the biconsonantal basis of

the imperfect stem." So also Brockelmann: "Das Streben, diese

Formen den dreikonsonantigen anzugleichen, bewirkte in Syr. bei

^^Z und '^j Verdoppelung des 2 Radikals : ^oiJ, '^jj" (Syr. Gram.,

§ 192). In Syriac the doubling is found in these two verbs only, the

other first "^ verbs following the analogy of first ] verbs (NOldeke,

§ 175). The principle thus belongs clearly to Ararfiaic in general (cf .

also the Christian-Palestinian example referred to by Kautzsch, Ara-

maismen, 51
;
the rebuke which Kautzsch administers to Jacob in this

work shows that he has here arrived at a clearer conception of the

term "Hebraism" so freely used by him in his grammar of BA).

"Cf. in addition to ^^a\ referred to above, Syr. V^J by the side of

Targ. J^'^^TD. Lagarde's view (tfbersicht, 11) that the unorganic

doubling in D"'5"23> etc., is a mere device of the Masoretes for the

purpose of squaring their system with the still living pronunciation,

will hardly commend itself. He is also in the wrong in his explana-

tion of Mccro-ias = J<n""lB7J
* as a fi"il form with organic doubling

(tfbersicht, 93 ff.). The doubling, of course, is unorganic; note again
that the consonant doubled is a sibilant; Meo-o-tas by the side of

n*'uD7J is no more strange than a\ by the side of "jVJjp or |-aJ by

the side of D'^UJD ; Meo-o-tas, therefore, merely represents the Aramaic—
•

T,

i. e., popular
—form; Kautzsch, art. "Messiah," EB., col. 3057, cor-

rectly compares the Greek transcription.

25. In BA as in Hebrew the plural of
n']'^

takes dagesfi

in the n
;

e. g., 'prnn 2, 5; cf. U^Fi^
Ex. 1, 21; D^nn Gen.

42, 19, etc. Kautzsch at first regarded this as a pure Hebraism

{GBA., 12 c). His later opinion, however, is that, in view of

the fact that Syriac also has i after the vowel (Noideke, § 146;
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Mand., § 148), the dagesh is due to the character of the form.

This is the opinion also of Behrmann (commentary, p. 8).

Whatever may be the true explanation of the dagesh, the Syriac and
Mandaic prove that the form in BA is not a Hebraism. Wright
(Comp. Gram., 88) regards the dagesh in the n as d. lene, and reads

DTS batim; so also does Brockelmann {Syr. Gram., §123, Anm. 1);

the analogy of the singular to which he refers, however, falls to the

ground, since the explosive after a diphthong is peculiar to Syriac

(late Aramaic) and is not shared by BA; cf. |»<n''S Ez. 5, 3. Noldeke

(Merx's Archiv, I, 456 S.; Mand., § 148), on the other hand, regards
the p)oint as d. forte and reads battim. Cf. also K5nig, Lehrgeb., II,

56; Philippi, ZDMG., XLIX (1895), 206.

26. Transposition of consonants takes place in BA as in

Hebrew, in the reflexive (BA passive) stems when the T\ of

the preformative immediately precedes a sibilant.

The examples are: p^PaJn 2, 44; •^"JJSnir'J 5, 9; l^'^niri^ Ez.

4, 15. 19; nurnri 3, 29; nDri-jJn 6, 24; Ez! 6, 2;' nnDn-jjn i 35; 5,

11. 12. 14. 27; 6; 5. 23; D^jinizj'i^ 4 16; '^VaFl'^^^ 7, 27; ''i^r^m 3, 19;

j^Srur"; 2, 9; isnir^ 5, lO;
-jisrnp^

7, 28;

'

;-iri'aJp 5, 6; and in the

Isiitaph'al l^bbpnd^ Ez. 4, 13.' 16; bSDlC^J 7, 8. In the kere

"i^nS'J'^Tn 2. 9, and in 37^132'' 5, 21, there is not only transposition,

but the pi is changed to T and t3 respectively in "partial assimila-

tion" to the first radical. (See for the Hebrew, GK., §54, 2; cf. also

Sievers, Phonetilc', 1901, § 751.)

27. This, however, is in accordance with regular Semitic

usage. Cf. the Syriac, ls?ij, ^sS4tl5 ^^c. (Noldeke, §26;

Brockelmann, §89). Wright regards JjuCii ,
the Arabic VIII

form as a development from this transposition, "which began
with the verbs which commenced with a sibilant, and was

gradually extended to all alike" {Comp. Gr., 208).

28. In BA syncope of H sometimes takes place in the

Haph'el after the preformative of the imperfect and participle.

Following are the examples: "H^'ji/J 7, 2; p'^n 2, 40. 44; flSp'^ri

7, 23; nj^TJ 7, 7. 19; ^Dbni? 3, 25. 34 (the reading l^pbHTJ
is pre-

ferred by Strack, Kamphausen, Marti); ^tSTf Ez. 4, 12 (the form is

somewhat doubtful; cf. Kautzsch, §16, 5 Anm.; Fraenkel, ZAW.,
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XIX (1889), 180; Batten, SBOT., Ezra, p. 62); )Xn'2 5, 19; -j^Dpn^
7,

18; nS^n^ 3, 22; bbtJlTl 4, 9; j^li'j 6, 11; nnn Ez. 6, 5; bk7J 6,

28; qcn 2, 44; nb:27J Ez. 5, 8;
y^rb'l'a

Ez. 6, i4; n^p"'. 2, 44; 4, 14;

n^pn 6^ 9; D^n;j s; i9; bmiz s,
i9;'-j^n^ri-'.

5, 5.

29. The n is retained, however, in the following examples:

Haph'el, imperfect: 3d masc. sing., H'lriM'' 5, 12; 3?lin^ 2, 25;

^33?-jin^ 7, 16; D-^pn": 5, 21; 6, 16; i^Dipn";
Ez.' 6, 11; bsirn^ 7, 24;

3d fern.' sing., pTDHri
Ez. 4, 13; 2d 'masc. sing., iniriri 2, 24;

TO'JJnn Ez. 4, 15'; 7, 16; 1st sing. nsyTinN? 5, 17; 3d pi. masc,

'yn^^TT^ 2, 18;
"(Jiyiin^

2, 30; -:23?-iin-'''4,'3;
i^iriyn-_

7, 26; -i^Q^nn;
Ez.6,'5; 2dmasc.pl.,' \m7\ 2, 6;'' ^asSrinri 2,

9;'-j;i3J-linri
Ez.7,'25;

^jSJ^linn 2, 5. 9; 1st pi.' ninriD 2, 7; nSuiriD 6, 6.' Haph'el par-

ticiipie:'masc. yiTTja 2,45; 6,5; p^H^J 2, 40; i^liH/J 2,23; XTTSXya

2,21; D-pn7J 2,21^ k'JJn?; 2,21; fem.' nSIinn^J 2, 15: npOTJ Ez.

4, 15; pi.'
{^-lip/J

4, 4; Ez. 4, 16; 7, 24:
j^T^nt

Ez. 6, 1; fn^pH^J
Ez. 6, 10.

"
' ' '

30. In the Aramaic inscriptions H is usually syncopated in

the imperfect and participles of the Haph'el," although in a

few places it is retained,*'

"With syncope of H, njj^"' Na., 220, 4; 224, 9; -i:;V Na., 197, 6;

199, 6; 206, 4; 214, 5; 217, 6; -pljV Na., 212, 3; D^riTJ Na., 206, 3;

^'X2 Pa., Vog. 79, 2; 80, 2; and frequently fem. ^"^1^2 Pa., Vog.
83 a, 2; 6, 2; pi.

'^T02
Pa., Vog. 93, 1; impf. with suff. piDb'^D"' Pa.,

T., II, b, 23; "p^T Na., 197, 2; 198, 5. 9; 206, 5; 207, 3; part. act.
pS7J

Pa., T., II, a, 31; &, 31 fiF.; part. act. pi. J5p37^ ibid., II, b, 47; part,

act. bS'J t6id., II, 6, 30; part. pi. st. c. ""bS/J t'&id., II, a, 1; part. act.

fem. s. sbnpTJ Pa., Noldeke, 6; Dp^ Had., 28; bi^IZJ^ Na. 206, 4.

^With n or 55 retained: I'nnSn'' Nerab 1, 11; VJ35<^n"' Nerab

2, 9; part. pass. p35<7J Pa., T., II, c, 12; [pa] DH"^ 113, 21.

31. In Hebrew the n is regularly syncopated in the imper-
fect and participle. Occasionally, however, the H is retained

in the imperfect, as y^-ajin"] for TpT ,
I Sam. 17, 47 (GK,

§ 58 g). In Syriac, likewise, the
]
of the prefix disappears

after prefixes in the imperfect, participle, and infinitive (Nol-

deke, §164). Similarly, 01 disappears in forms of the verb

wS(3i_* (Noldeke, § 183). In Arabic, when | is used as the pre-

formative of the IV perfect, it is syncopated in the imperfect
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and participle, but, when s^ is used, it is retained and the

verb is treated as a quadriliteral. Thus olC^ impf . (.jL^^j ,

etc. (cf. Wright, I, §118, Rem, b; Comp. Gram., 205; Zim-

mern, 20; also above, §11).

32. In BA i< is syncopated when preceded by a reduced

vowel or by a closed syllable.* The same phenomenon occurs

in Hebrew,*" and is very frequent in Syriac." Caution is neces-

sary, since forms with quiescent 5< may be the original ones,

while those with the !}5 sounded and a preceding t may be

resolutions.**

*E. g., i<ri-jj^u<n Ez. 4, 12 (for i5<ri:r^5<n); njs 4, 34 (for rrm);

'Kn^J 4, 16 (for ^^^j2); nxb:; 2, 35 (for hkb/j)."'

""E. g., rrr\'^'2 Gen. 11, ^3 (for
D-;n^7p'*j;

n3tini5 Gen. 31, 39

(for nSNllpnX),
etc. (Stade, § 111.)

°U^).4^ for U-k]-*' ; '^i-AJ for "^i-^J ;
with the \ omitted in writing:

^.4-.^
,
^aS^ cf . Heb. ^Dsb"^ Job 35, 11 (NQldeke, § 33). Note, how-

ever, the practice of the Eastern Syrians (ibid.).

^E. g., rii^ir in rUJ^IDb is certainly more original than riU^TT- On
" T **

;

D5^"l , etc., cf. below, § 58.

33. As in Hebrew, so in BA the laryngeals (S, H, Ti
, y)

and "1 may cause modifications in the vowels preceding or fol-

lowing them. Thus, since they cannot be doubled, in certain

cases a preceding vowel comes to stand in an open syllable

and may be modified;* sometimes, however, it is not so modi-

fied."

"Cf.below, §46, 15.

** So-called virtual doubling, the frequency of which decreases,

while the frequency of vowel modification increases, in the order H ,

n 5 y > !!^ >
"1 • Thus we have virtual doubling with H always ;

with

n in eight out of nine cases (contrast bn^Pl/J 5, 9 with TlbriQ'^ 4, 16,

etc.); with 3? in seven out of nine cases; with "| in only one (n^"i5<

Ez. 4, 14) out of twenty-two cases. No examples with 5< are available.

For the Hebrew see GK., § 22 c. The tendency in Hebrew

is for >' to reject the doubling altogether. On 1 cf. GK.,

§22 q, and particularly s; add rilJl Gen. 14, 10 (for n'^n*).

In Syriac it is questionable how far ^ and ci. undergo a true
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doubling. The vocalization, however, is as though such took

place (e. g., yksa). The Eastern Syrians very early ceased to

double 9, and in consequence frequently modified a preceding
a to a (Noldeke, §21 A).

34. As in Hebrew, i and u preceding a laryngeal or "I are

often changed to a. While in Hebrew, however, the phonetic

change is confined to closed syllables, BA goes a step further

in permitting it also in open accented syllables.

The examples are found in the perf . of f^xs verbs (e. g., nilH 3,

24, Siy^ 6, 15 [Arabic /m-w], "13^' 3, 32); in the part. -act. Pe'al

(e. g., 51^ 2, 8; cf. Heb.
-^Ti^

:?t:b Ps. 94, 9; the corresponding He-

brew form here as in all nouns is to be looked for in the cstr. state

with which the cstr. and absol. states in BA coincide, while in the

absol. state Hebrew goes its own way in producing pausal forms

which BA does not recognize); and in the (perf., imperf., imper., and—
differing from the Hebrew— participle active of the) Pa'el, Haph'el

(for the corresponding Hebrew forms use the jussive), and Hithpe'el

(e. g., ^n-nn 4, 11; ipn-;
Ez. 4, 15; ^nniT 5, 4; ITBS/J 5, 12; nb^H

3, 30; yiin^ 2, 23; ^yt 4, 11; nbrj Ez. 5, 8; nDn'iJn 2, 35).

The Hithpa'al forms are purposely ignored, as Hithpa'el forms are

an anomaly peculiar to Hebrew only (cf . Arabic Jk-iLaJT , J^aAaj ,
and

Hebrew pausal forms, GK, § 54). In the prefix of the impf. Pe'al (e.

g-,
"i^lZiyri

Ez. 6, 8, cf. Heb. ^10^^ Dt. 12, 30) the original vowel is

apparently preserved (cf . Arabic J.aaj). Equally to be ignored is the

a in the imperf. Pe'al of Jjii verbs with a laryngeal as third radical

(cf. ^Tj7\ 2, 30 [Heb..:?nn]; nbir^ Ez. 5, 17 [Heb. nb-Il'-']), which as

a possibility comes from common Semitic times (cf. Syr. '^jJ ,
Arabic

jL-wwo, isib, etc.; cf. Vernier, I, § 146, 20; Wright, I, §91, Rem. a).

In 3?7;2'JJ^ 3. 10 the —
is, of course, original and not the result of the

influence of the laryngeal 3? ;
cf . Arabic »».»*»iJ (cf. Wright, I, § 92).

35. The same phonetic changes occur in Syriac; cf. perf.

of the type Jmi , ^^^.la^ ,
etc.

; part. '^^ ,
Pa'el ^^ «

,

^ , corresponding to V^ , V^^iJ , '^-^xi , "^^.nio ,

etc.; 'Aph'el ''^.iiisl, vamJ , etc., corresponding to V^Lej, etc.;
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Ethpe'el - ^^«^1 There are no traces of the vowel a in the

prefix of the impf. Pe'al in Syriac (Brockelmann, §182').

With regard to the imperf of Jjii verbs with a laryngeal as

third radical, Syriac agrees with Arabic, rather than with

Hebrew and BA, in allowing the vowel u to remain quite fre-

quently (Brockelmann, §186).

36. In BA as in Hebrew i< is subject to quiescence when

closing a syllable. This occurs in (1) nouns of the type of

roots jJti ;' (2) nouns with a formative prefix, e. g., '2 (hence
in BA infinitives) and verbal forms with a prefix (impf. Kal

[Pe'al]; in Hebrew also the Niph'al and Hiph'il) of «''3

roots;'' (3) nouns or verbs of '^'^ roots with proclitic pre-

fixes."

•E. g., fflK;^ (Heb. izJS-i) 7, 1; j^?iD«7J Ez. 5, 15.
-^5<7J*

is proba-

bly only a secondary Jjii form =
^jLo

= ^Lo ;
of. .Lagarde, tyher-

sicht, 184. We eliminate proper names like liii^TIJbll 5, 1, etc.,

which are borrowed from Assyrian.

"E. g., "nTJK^J 4, 14; S!iDT«7J 5, 27 (Heb. Q-'DTi<7J Is. 40, 15);
,

- .. t:- I •-: I .

I'-J^'J? 2, 9, hence also with the 5< lost in writing "|7J7J^ Ez. 5, 11
;

cf. also i^vgb 3, 19 and J^n'jb 3, 2; nnHC^ Jer. 10, 11 (keb. ^n:nt<^

Jud. 5, 31); 'bpir_ 4, 30 (Heb. bDX^ Gen. 49, 27); n7Ji<'; 2, 7 (Heb.

172i<"' Gen. 31, 8). For Hebrew examples in the Niph'al and Hiph'il

cf. GK., § 68 i. BA ininD 2, 14, however, as may be seen from

Syriac, t-^oZ, etc., is to be explained as an analogical formation

induced by the Y'S class.

^E. g., -j-ii^n 2, 14; ?^nb«a 6, 24; a^iibn^h 5, 23; snbij^i Ez. 6,

12 (for Hebrew examples cf. GK., §§102^, 104 d). On "the other

hand, cf. nricyjn 4. 12; -j-SijiS
7, 4; r^bj^b 2, 19; yijii,^

Ez. 5, 7 for

n^C!!<S*. •l';553*,- ?^b!!<b* and
p'^5<1*.

It is incorrect to derive forms

like "I725<"' and the like (as does Kautzsch, § 11, 3 b) from "I7J5<"' ,
etc.

The truth is that we are dealing with two sets of forms, those with

quiescent J^ and those with 5< retaining its consonantal force. When
once the 5^ quiesced, the syllable which it closed became opened, and

its vowel was treated accordingly (cf. below, §46). Where J^ re-

tained its consonantal force, it is self-evident that forms like i"''nS<1

preceded those like VlSlI • To say that "I7J^5^ comes from "|7J5<"' is

to say that the ;j5 retains its consonantal force and at the same time

quiesces.
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37. In the Aramaic inscriptions it is difficult to tell whether

the !j< which is written is also meant to be sounded. Since,

however, we find (just in one example) the i< omitted (after

the prefix U^),
the inference is legitimate that elsewhere the 5<

is meant to be pronounced.

The examples are: "in&^n Ner. 2, 10; THS^ Hadad 15. 20. 25;

THb^ (first per. sing.) ibid. 3; bDi^"' 145 A, 4; bSJ^D Hadad 21; ibSi^^

137 B, 3; inf. b^J^b Hadad 23; nb5<n ibid., 34; -ITJS^"^ ibid., 17. 21.

29 (twice); -jn-JJ^^
45 D, 8; sn5<-' Na., 217, 2 (219, 4).

38. In Syriac we unquestionably meet with the same phe-
nomenon as in BA.

p?. . sf- -- p

Examples: U:*. (Heb. l^^S,
Arabic ^Lo); l9)^ = *bi'r-a(onHeb.

"IJ^Sj etc., cf. below, § 58); \jljA (observe the phonetic spelling; next

step VUi); '^osji; fL]l, i^iJ; Vs)ii ; ^Lx^ (Brockelmann, §§68.

191 6); Vs]o (Noldeke, § 33, who unnecessarily confounds it with ^s]?

and similar cases).

39. In Arabic likewise the hamzah is subject to quiescence;
G ^ QH^ S So

e. g., (j^K
for

(jj-lj
, -o for A3. Quiescence necessarily

takes place after the prefix t ,.
as ^^11 or \Jo\ (i. e., the

quiescent | is lost also in writing), etc. The Arab gram-
marians refer to the loss of the consonantal force of | as

"lightening of the hamzah'"
(8w.gJt oaa^": Wright, 1, 18 D;

cf. Miifassal, 198
ff.).

In the dialect of Hijaz in the time of

Mohammed the tahflf was quite general even when other con-

sonants than
I preceded the hamzah (cf. footnote in Wright, I,

72 D; also Noldeke, Geschichte des Qorans, 1860, 345 ff.).

40. It is thus clear that the loss of the consonantal force of

!5^ began in the common Semitic period. Excepting in the

dialect of Hijaz, it is rather rare in Arabic; Hebrew comes

next with its examples of the quiescent X; then BA; and last

of all Syriac, in which, when reference is had to the examples
of syncope (cf. above, § 32), the loss of

]
in sound is the rule.

With Syriac go the modern dialects of Arabic (Spitta, §5;
Vollers-Burkitt, §§91 fif.).
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41. 1 and "'

,
when closing a syllable, represent in BA as

well as in Hebrew consonantal u and i (corresponding to the

sonants u and i; for the term "consonantal" and "sonant" cf.

Brugmann, I, 35; Philippi, "Die Aussprache der semit. Kon-
sonanten 1 und ^

," ZDMG., XL [1886], 639 ff.
; Haupt, "t)ber

die beiden Halbvocale u and j," BSS., I [1889], 255-293 fif.
;

Philippi, "Nochmals die Aussprache d. semit. Consonanten 1

und ^
," ZDMG., LI [1897], 66

ff.),
and coalesce with a homo-

geneous vowel into the corresponding sonants U and i," while

with a heterogeneous vowel they form a diphthong. The

diphthong thus formed may remain uncontracted or be con-

tracted into a monophthong.''

"Eg., b^r 2, 20 (Heb. b^T Gen. 31, 16; cf. below, §65); nsC^in

4, 33 (cf. Heb. TlilH Gen. 39, 1), etc. No examples for I (cf. Heb.

'\irp^_
Gen. 21, 10, etc.) are found in BA, np^l 2, 6; ^p^b 4, 33;

^QH"''! 3, 38;
'^'T'2. 2, 34, etc., originating in

1p''+1 , etc., i. e., initial

^ was pronounced I.

•"We meet with a diphthong always after a (Semitic) long vowel,

e- S-i V3'J3 3, 28 (cf. Heb. "J I Kings 6, 1), or a long vowel which is

the resultant of a Semitic diphthong, e. g., U^nVn 7, 6; and after
—

originating in Semitic i, e. g., Tlt^'lb'krb 4, 24 (cf. Heb. ib'JJ Job 16,

12); also after a parasitic
—

e. g., "finb 5, 17. The vowel a combines

into a diphthong with ^ as well as with "^
. In Hebrew au and ai

may and may not be contracted when followed by no vowelless con-

sonant, hence Tb'V Job 26, 30 by the side of nnb^ Job 5, 16;

D^D'^/J^'J I Chron. 42, 2 by the side of ^T'TT\ EzeY 21, 21. The

contraction, however, is uniformly avoided in Hebrew (as in BA and

Syriac, and also in modern Arabic) when the u or i is doubled,

e- g-, HTt Gen. 2, 7 (hence also in nin''""'n for nir"^'"'n ; Sievers, I,

296, footnote), etc. While T; is the correct form for the absolute

state, "^ni Gen. 3, 22 is a (semi-) pausal and Til Lev. 25, 36 is a con-

struct state (not in the sense of GK., § 76 i, but in that given to the

term by Margolis, AJSL., XIX [1902], 169). T^ II Sam. 22, 21 =
S ^ ^ -T

^Jo (Wright, I, §317) is prevented from becoming it** by the

impetus of the original doubling, or, as it may be said in the usual

parlance of our grammars, the "* is virtually doubled ; contrast "'T'

Gen. 24, 30 = ^Jo. Cf. BA f:i13 4, 15, contrast jj^ij (with otiose 5<j

cstr. state 3, 25; i-ll Noldeke, § 102; cf. Spitta, § 17 6). When fol-
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lowed by a vowelless consonant, hence when in a doubly closed syl-

lable (GK., § 26 d), contraction is the rule if the loss of the (Semitic)

vowel following the closing consonant occurs in the middle of a word

(the construct state properly not counting as a separate word), as in

DlD"Jb2 Is. 58, 3, D-'H^Il Num. 18, 31, inTJ (cstr. state) Gen. 25, 11,

n"'!zi (cstr. state) ibid., 12, 15. If, on the other hand, the loss of the

vowel occurs in pause (Vernier, I, § 126)
— hence in the absolute state

(cf. Margolis, AJSL., XII [1896], 203)
— the proper Hebrew method

requires an uncontracted diphthong, which is made possible by the

insertion of a parasitic vowel; hence plT- Deut. 19, 6, -tT^ Ez. 12, 30,

Q-'^^i"! Is. 28, 3 = maut, bait, raglaim,= maut-a (accus.), bait-a (accus.),

ragi-ai-mi (or -ma, cf . the dialectal form -ai-na, Wright, I, 235 n.).

Contracted forms in the absolute state, e. g., U'i'2 II Sam. 12, 6, do

not violate the principle just stated, as in such cases the construct

state has been made to do service for the absolute (as is the case in

Aramaic always
— an "Aramaism" in Hebrew). In BA no example is

available of uncontracted au. When not followed by a vowelless

consonant the diphthong ai appears uncontracted more frequently in

BA than in Hebrew, e. g., nn-;S 3, 29; Vrtn 2, 41, ^n^tl 5, 13, etc.;

but cf. xrya 2, 23: txr'/2i 3,' 24, -in^rs 7, 8, bn^ri ez. 5, u, etc.

When followed by a vowelless consonant not in pause, contraction is

the rule as in Hebrew, e. g., J^^b'^b 5, 30; uio (cstr. state) 4, 8; T\'^'2.

(cstr. state) 4, 27, IT'in 4, 1, etc. In pause, we find on the one hand,

as in Hebrew, ^n 3,210 t:";p 2, 35;
j'^b^'l

7, 4, y^'yp_
7, 7 (cf., how-

ever, "pS Ez. 4, 12 [plural of the participle
= *6awai-m]; Kautzsch,

§ 47 gr, e rightly compares the Heb. plurals W'2 and h'"/2'^ ,
to which

add the traditional WT/2, in tlie texts D"'''>"2); on the other, U'T

(absol. st.) Ez. 6, 9, that is, the constr. state replaces the proper abso-

lute state form. Philippi, ZDMG., LI (1897), 83, n. 3, neglects to

account for bTI , TTTi ,
etc. The t in the examples just referred to

is correctly explained by Brockelmann, ZDMG., 58 (1904), 523, against

Foote, J. H. U. Circulars, No. 163, June, 1903, 70 flf., who looks upon
the point as an equivalent to U^IlD- The forms of the Kethibh

l"'123'b (k TT'jyb) 2, 4, etc., are to be read accordingly T]"'in?b
,
etc.

The contraction is analogous to Heb. "Th Gen. 37, 17 by the side of

nrn'n ibid. The loss of the final vowel in "T'^inSJb occurred, how-

ever, in late Aramaic.

42. In Syriac we meet with the same phenomenon.
pet.. opt.. 7i ""Si -I

E. g., (-k»a-*^ for |-k9oa-^ ,
w»»j-» ,

written also w.»t-*l '
hence wciiuko

(».^I>-»lo), etc.; also in the middle of a word ^S3i-».iJ, ^owy-- . With
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regard to an and ai, Syriac presents the contraction in doubly closed

syllables, no account being taken of pause (i. e., the cstr. state (sing.)

is used also for the absolute), e. g., 1^'oZ, >c3-k, Za^, L.^^, ,-*'^,

t^tN^, etc. In the middle of a word, when followed by no vowelless

consonant, the diphthong remains uncontracted, e. g., I^^ls, \saJo ,

etc., although here likewise the contraction occurs in Eastern Syriac
and in Mandaic, not, however, to the exclusion of the uncontracted

diphthongs (cf. Noldeke, §49 A; Mand., 21 f., 258, 246 f.; note the

fluctuating orthography :i<2ni3? and "iJ^^niJ^ and cf. for the prin-

ciple of orthography, p. 7). ^Zalas is correctly interpreted by Noldeke
V V V 7

(§ 49 A) as a late form in Syriac; i!^-^X^, > «Ns, ,
»-^NV' likewise were

probably late; f
« i\Sn

, however, is on a line with BA 'T'^'JSj k- In
V 1

•ooiZaie
, however, Syriac goes its own way. The form is due probably

to analogy with >^Zaic ,
etc. (so correctly Philippi, loc. cit.).

43. In modern Arabic the contraction of the diphthongs au

and ai into 6 and e is the rule in some regions, e. g., iom 1-j ,

'en
i^wLfr ,

Iden ^^Jo , etc., although examples occur with the

diphthongs kept uncontracted (Spitta, §17).

44. Semitic a appears in BA as ~, whereas in Hebrew it is

represented by i, as, e. g., n7J« 2, 5 (Heb. ^/^X Gen. 32, 10,
s ~

Arab, ^t ).
In a few instances, however, we meet in BA with

the Hebrew 1 . The examples are :

5<^1D&< (k)4, 13. 14 (S^ir:^ k),cf.Heb. -jjisj^ Is. 8, 1; T^TVn 4,

2 (contrast Syriac jjoiioi mirage PS, col. 1047; Baer, ii<"lir'^ flllzy

1868, 573, incorrectly introduces the Aramaic D""!^;"!!! for Heb.

D^n^nnn); Tj^TJ 4, 22, 29, Pm-2 5, 21 (contrast -pHnTp 2, 11)^

Mjilj'^ Ez. 6,^2," cf. Heb. "plST
Josh. 4, 7, and contrast J^^^DnD'H Ez.

4,^5;" :iT7^ 4, 9. 18, cf. Heb. ,iT7J Gen. 45, 23; II Chron. 11, 23 (Dill-It ,
' t

mann, II, 409 regards "pT'J
in Genesis as a gloss and the word as an

Aramaic loan-word; it is frequent in Mishnaic Hebrew; cf. also below,

§45,n.l2); '^^irb^ 7, 18, etc., cf. Heb.
-p^b:?

Gen. 14, 18; "'^Vn 2,30;

^m^_ 7, 28;
Tfji-^y^

2, 29; 5, 10; ^nrj^^ 4, 16; 5, 6; cf. Heb.
-ji^J?-!

Ecc. 1, 17 (an Aramaic loan-word; Kautzsch, Aramaismen, 82 f., con-

trasts ]•'''-*); ^pbb'JS 3, 2, etc., cf. Heb.
"jitjboJ

Ecc. 8, 4 (Aramaic

loan-word, Kautzsch, loc. cit., 88 ff.; contrast '5<^jt:b^ 7, 27); i^-'STi^'^
t-it: T t:- I

5, 27 cf. Heb. Q"'DT!}<7J Is. 40, 15 (from original ma'zin cf. above,

§ 36, a). Doubtful cases have been omitted.
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45. There is no reason, however, to speak of this as a

Hebraism. According to Lagarde {Mittheil., I, §80; Uber-

sicht, 84, footnote **, 199, 200), Syriac ^sL<j,* (Heb. fT^'l);

^L^ (Heb. -|rba
Is. 8, 1) ; ^yl (Heb. -ji^JH

II Sam. 7, 17);

Q.^ (cf. "|TCD
Sir. 13, lie) are loan-words from the Hebrew,

recognized by the Hebrew o. If so, Hebrew liT'J
, "li"?"' and

litibld ,
which are said to be Aramaic loan-words, were Hebra-

ized in pronunciation after the Aramaic word had been intro-

duced into the Hebrew. The fact, however, that we meet with

-p^^-I Na., 163 A; 169, 1; 338; DHSItibir Na., 196, 5, and other

examples in Christian Palestinian {ZDMG., XXII [1868], 474),

Samaritan (Barth, § 194 c), Syriac, and Mandaic in words which

are not loan-words (Noldeke, Mand., §21) indicates that in a

definite area shared both by Hebrew and certain Aramaic

dialects Semitic d was sounded as o (so Barth, loc. cit.).

46. The following table illustrates the treatment of Semitic

short vowels in BA and Hebrew. Each language, however,

seems to go its own way in several cases
;
and there is no occa-

sion to speak of Hebrew influence where they agree.*
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' The doubling may be organic, or artificial to preserve an excep-
tional vowel.

'E. g., J<n3 6, 17; i<!>\B5< Ez. 4, 12; fi'm 3, 29; 5<s525< 3, 4;

n33n 3, 31; '^ipT] 6, 24. Cf., however, jinbs'2^'38
and

-jinbS 7, 19.

Cf. Hebrew D^pn Deut. 4, 5; Hj^ncn Gen. 37, 7; ypD
Jud. 6, 28;

-I3n Ruth 2, 11
j

JijnS;
Lev. 13, 34. On the other hand, QJin^

Zeph. 2, 9; \SCJr\ Is. 19, 17;
^T^

Ex. 15, 2;
?j.T3?

Ps. 21, 2; (by the side

of
^.T>'

Ps. 66,^3); ;i33n-;
Ps. 67, 2 (by the side of Ji33n^ Is. 27, 11);

T\^',2
Prov. 14, 10; ril'nic Na. 3, 7 (by the side of HlTi Jer. 4, 20);

Jlbs'Ps. 72, 20 (cf. ^bri 'Gen. 2, 1); n'HS Ezek. 16, 4^!

'

Cf. in Syriac
T ••. :

- - T

such examples as
l^a-^, i-=o? , j^aiii (NSldeke, § 104), 1?=^ (§ 121),

Vloi^ (§ 104).

=>£. g., nnpn 5, 20; rijpnri 4, 33; ^T\y: 6, 20; ^ni-jinir 4, 12;

xspn 2, 37; ^nr;nj< 5, 23; 'xt^jT: 5, 11
; n-in 5, ii; 5<nppn 2,20;

-bs" 2, 10. Cf.,' however, )X^hr\i Ez. 5, 8; 7^25 3, 8; ^^-123 3, 12

(in the last two cases the — is due to the following labial). Cf . Hebrew

«3T;S; I Sam. 20, 2; ^pb7J Jud. 9, 10; IpsJi Lev. 5, 23: nt:pn Lev. 6,

15; "yn Lev. 6, 15; tDp'^l
Gren. 4, 8. On the other hand

'Tl'Z'^
Lev.

2, 2; DD"i22p Lev. 19, 9; ^XCil2 H Sam. 20, 21; Uj'I)^ Gen. 18, 13

(by the side of D3"J5< Ruth 3, 12). Cf . such Syriac forms as l^ios ,

Uial, Vlooz, iIm ,
etc. (Noldeke, § 103); V^ (§ 104) but also "^ =

kol (§ 48).

^'E.
g., na 6, 8; bb 6, 8; y^ 7, 5; t^icp 4, 34; Dbnil 2, 10;

i^biS 2, 40 shows that it matters not whether the syllable be closed

with a simple or double consonant. Cf. Hebrew bS Gen. 2, 5;

^n"t2p
Gen. 32, 11; qbzp^

Lev. 10, 6; ^^h"' Is. 10, 2. Cf. Syriac '^i:^

(§104); >cL»^, ^iy-D (§103); ?i^ , »^IaJ (§160). Cf., however,

ISp": 3, 6; Uf-V\ 6, 9; pns 4, 24; bD^;; 4, 30; bSSn 7,23; br, 3,29

and contrast Syriac '^a-JuoJ (Noldeke, §48, is uncertain as to the

value of the o
;
cf . also Brockelmann, § 46).

^E. g., r;nb7j 2, 25; 5^3^13? 2, 9; bs"; 3, 6; todpi;" 4, i4;
-ji^an

2, 34; i^an EzV5, 11; -,^2^^
eL 5,4; nS^H^ 2, 11;

I^Tn":
4, 9;

"j^/JTCn^,

2, 5; i^^iisb 3, 7. Cf., however, 5<1BJ< 7, 11. Cf. Hebrew ^52^5 Gen.
T~ IT * TV * '

page referred to) for an explanation of the terms used. The forms in parentheses occur
less frequently.
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20, 12;
-^n-^

Gen. 43, 14; 'irCZ^
Ps. 91, 4; ^m'2'2

I Sam. 16, 15;

niDrn Gen. 18, 28; b'ilS
Jos. 4, 14. But cf.

n]35<'
Gen. 12, 19; '^)^i^

Jud.' 16, 26; Dn3« Is. 1, 24 but Jl7Jp3« Is. 1, 24; ntib^S Gen. 19,"TV T ': IT • T ; IT •

20; TZJI'^i^ Ezek. 14, 3, etc. In Syriac ji is invariably used before
.. ^ .

doubling.
^ There is in BA, as little as in Hebrew, a fixed rule as to when to

use T and when r to represent an Arabic —
in an iinaccented closed

syllable. Thus in BA ^'^'H'CTl 3, 22 (jJii, cf. Heb. ri'^n, i- e.,

»n7::Fl Si. 16, ll, the form infeiTed from liniSn Zech. 12, 4, cf.

AJSL., XII (1896), 215) 5<-iirn 2, 11 (Jo^ ,
cf. Heb. -iTSn Gen. 2,

24); n3l3 2, 10 (=*ka-din4); ^XTHp^l
3,6; ^2'3W2 4:, 2-/a^^^lZ 2,

18; pniD Ez. 6, 4; npbc 7, 20;^Tqh^ 5, 14; lio"; 3, 6; t:"b'in 2,

39;
--^nr'

2, 16;
-jiDpnT^p^

3, 15; "pnbp'^Tn 2, 9; but
5<na:';a''2,

lo

(= J^D^S"" = i<na^2l'' ,
cf. Syriac ]:> *«n. ;

» aj ^ * is a by-form of
t:*~ t; I'~

ij**jIj [from which iLwuOo], of which I^IZI''* [from which {1123111'' Gen.

1, 9] is an intensive [nominal] form; just as 1232 Ex. 22, 1 is the

intensive of 2D3 Ex. 21, 16; another by-form of ' a « n * is 1233^ Na. 1,

10); j^nirnn:' 5, 5; Dnr Ez. 5, 8; n]:35 2, 13;
-p^Dby^ir"^

ez. 7, 21;

"123?fl7J Ez. 4, 19; "bS"' Ez. 7, 20. t, however, seems to be the rule,

and 77 the exception.

Before and after the gutturals, 5< , Ti, fi, and 3? , 7 is more com-

mon, but there are examples with t ,
the fluctuation being greatest

in the case of «: r"!!^ 4,23; 5<n>'n^« 2, 21; n^-qniTX Ez. 4, 15;

X>uS; 7, 16; «np^;; 5,' 17; D7^inif«' 4, 16; but nn?^^ 4, 18; y-riDS

2, 9; ;lt:rn^^ 6, 8; n^-jsm 7, is;

'

n"ip.?ni^ ?, 8; ^^nm 3, i9;—

nb^pnn'i i3; ^b:jnn' 3, i9; n^n-in'i 35;-Ki-in
'

ez. 6, i6;

i<TTn 2','l9; 5<7jbn 2,^4; but ISDCH 2,^37;
•j-'pDn

Ez.6, 9;
—

-^^pvby

7,'i8; -IS;?7^ Ez.'4, 22; mr 7^i4; T'lyH 5,26; but i^^W 4,30;

vybs? 7, 5. The same obtains in Hebrew, i. e., with ordinary conso-

nants T is the rule, although 77 will be found occasionally, as (the

forms marked with f are isolated examples standing for themselves

only, while the others represent types) 'IjJ
Ex. 3, 15; D-^"'^'^ Deut.

5, 25; ^n-in^ Ps. 110, 4 (cf. below, § 59);'nn"7n I Ki. 13, 1;' niTlpr^t

Gen. 24, 59; nST7J II Ki. 18, 22; nniT'l-'l t ^eut. 17, 14; -^S^n
Prov.'2, 1; pnT Deut. 13, 18; y^j^ Job 34, 15; ?|^5T Mai. 3, 22;

Ti-cb Is. 1,17; Dp"a:^p7::t
Ex. 31, i3;' ^n-jj'^pnnn '^nb'nsnnit Ezek.
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28, 23; Dn'JJ'^pnni t Lev. 11, 44; but
^f^bp Is. 48, 17; QiT Gen.

9, 2; rrrir-j:" Ex.'s, 22; ^nmb-'. Deut.'si, 10; nbni ^^' *' i;

^S"bbn^ Ps.'eS, 6; -^^y: Ps. 38, li;'^'n^D
Gen. 21, 23; TOb I Kings

2, 8. Before and after U^, Hj H, 3?, T is more common, although
there are examples with t, which in certain types is the rule : lnill><^*

inferred from ni^J^S Gen. 14, 10; ib^Ii^ I Sam. 17, 30; n"lT5< Lev.

19, 34; VB^)^ Ps- 75,3;
H^li^.^lS:

Is. 18', 4; ^^-^^ Prov. 30, 9? nniTNl

Ps. 50, 13; -innni^t H Chron.'20, 35; but iTJ^t Job 20, 29; T\'hk

Is. 3, 10;
—

"I'^n'^'
Prov. 10, 3; n-nnri Ex. 23, 3;'

''7\7\'/2Xy3.
Lev. 19, i9;

but f\TT and rr'lT^ ^^^ their like; ilj"in Num. 25, 5; so always in

the prefix "nn ;—'^':2Bri;' Ps. 68, 31; nTTnp Num. 18, 27; ^^tXT}
Ex. 16,18; ipbn HabTl,16; but QBn Prov. 1,11; HSH Gen. 24, 13;

^b-in Is. 2, 22;— in3?p
Ecc. 5, 8; ^•,^tiyJ-J

Ex. 16, 18; '^nT?
Ex. 18, 4;

but ^nn? Ex. 5, 18; '-^W Gen. 31, 31.' Note ^^y} Deiit. 4, 36, but

'jj^'^n Amos 7, 1. In Syriac nothing but Ji is found.

Sometimes in BA an original
—
may become 7, e. g., "lirT'/JlTil

3, 28 (Syr. j-lo^a.,. , NGldeke, § 103); the Arabic *.***-»
, however, proves

that the modification of the vowel occurred outside of Hebrew and is,

therefore, not due in Aramaic to Hebrew influence. A similar example
in Hebrew is nni< (BA 1^n3«).

' a improper, i. e., the a which takes the place of a Semitic i, is

the rule in BA before laryngeals and ^, e. g., nbs 6, 17; nSri^n

2, 35; n23n7p 6, 4; Jlin 2, 15; nn'nn 5, 23; -137J^ 6, 12; it then

remains also in an open accented syllable, e. g., ^in^^ 5, 4; ^nSirH

6, 12; ^IPU^ 4, 11. Before other consonants there are no examples of

a improper; the participles n'^jH/J Ez. 7, 13; n^3?n/J 2, 43; bSriTT'p

7, 8 seem to be due to the influence of the imperfect (contrast Arabic

JoCaaj but J.aaXx)). In Hebrew a improper is very frequent, both

when the neighbor of a laryngeal and in the environment of other

consonants, e. g., iTjbKii
Is. 48, 17; Sn:ar:2 I Ki. 8, 31 (for T^n^rj);

Ty^ Gen. 16, 11 (Arabic i^^); y7JU3^ Ex. 23, 13; nb'JJn Ps.104,30;

1T^ ypbn Ps. 94, 9; n^l ^p Is. 51, 15; ^33 Ps. 103, 11; b'Hj Jos.

4, 14, etc. a improper in Hebrew is never found in an open syllable

and very rarely in a closed accented syllable in pause (the absolute

state of nouns being regarded as a semi-pausal form).

«E. g., 13;
7, 10; bS|^ 6, 1; i^rCi2 4, 26; pSDn 5, 2; Db'^H Ez.

7, 19; ZTrTC 4, 13, etc.; U<b5! 6, 3; nbS"; 2, 47. In Hebrew -
is the

rule in pausal verbal forms and in the absolute state of nouns in
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the singular.
—

in the place of
—

is found occasionally both in BA
and Hebrew, especially before b , e. g., bl^B 2, 33, Heb. bll^ Deut.

33, 25. T is retained in BA in the accented closed syllable in forms

like bj"' 6, 21; bbl3 6, 22; bb'T 7, 25, etc. No example is available

in Hebrew. According to Noldeke (§ 47) a short e may have been

lengthened by the tone in Syriac in final syllables, so perhaps in

'^%^>, Z^-S^us, in which words the Eastern Syrians represent the

second vowel by 7 . The lengthening is nevertheless uncertain, nor

do we know whether it was general. Cf. also Wright, Comp. Gr., 84;

Zimmern, § 21.

®E. g., b:ap 6, 1; U<^y Ez. 7, 13, etc. Cf. Hebrew "'^Qy Micah
..I - T -

6, 5, etc. U^ (Noldeke, § 102), etc.

1° E. g., n^ni< Ez. 5, 15, etc. Cf. Hebrew
irjtjn^

I Ki. 2, 38., etc.

Cf. Syriac \lsl (Noldeke, § 94).

'' Here BA and Hebrew separate. In BA — remains (7 occurs

occasionally in pause, as '7J1P Ez. 4, 18; b^^ Ez. 4, 23; ri/JlT Ez.
IT t't: mt I '^t : it

4, 17), e. g., bSD 4, 28; bTi<, 2, 17, etc., while in Hebrew 7 is the rule
-

: A--:

in pausal forms and in the absolute singular of nouns, e. g., nriB Ps.

78, 23; nirn Gen. 6, 12, etc.
T T

'^The column "near" exists really only for the Hebrew, since

it is a peculiarity of Aramaic that it treats "near" syllables as "dis-

tant," so much so that similar treatment in Hebrew is spoken of as

an Aramaism (cf. below, § 60). Nevertheless, there are certain types

of forms in BA which retain the vowel in an open unaccented syllable

immediately before the accent, e. g., iUjii forms, which Barth (§ 92)

regards as developed from the c)-oii infinitive inaccordance with his

law of compensation, as i^t3>' 2, 14. The — becomes then stationary

even in "distant" syllables; hence D^TS 4,14; n'!];?';
7,11; T^nDJlb

5, 23; f^nDnb 5, 2; (SFlbSi'JJ 4, 14;
tjniblZ:

4, 24 in an unaccented

closed syllable with metheg). In Hebrew these forms often retain

the T, though the accent be shifted, as nnZli< Deut. 22, 3; iHpl^Sl

II Sam. 2, 13; "^r^b^D Is. 26, 19. No examples* are available in Syriac.

Other cases are also to be accounted for; firstly, yiT/2 4, 9 (cf. Heb.

"liT/J ;
cf. above, § 45). Similar forms are found in O. T. Hebrew

mostly from verbs y"y ,
e. g., U^'^j'C

I Ki. 10, 17 (from
"i^TC);

cstr. st.

"nO/J Is. 22, 8 (from r\C'2); n^W2 Dan. 11, 38 (from Ti^TJ; while

TOJ, cf. Arabic jlxxi Sura 12, 33, really comes from Tl3?, the Masora

seems to derive it from 773?. See GK., §85). In Syriac we have
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|(a^ (cf. Heb. nip'i); llo-*:^ regarded by Noldeke (§ 126 G) as bor-

rowed from the Assyrian {mahdzu, e. g., ma-ha-ze rabuti, Shalm.

Obel. 81); Hebrew Tin"« Ps. 107, 30 is likewise a loan-word, and

the Syriac word is probably borrowed from the Hebrew and only

indirectly from the Assyrian). PnViV , although not in O. T. Hebrew,
is found in Sirach 31, 8. Noldeke, ZAW., XXII (1902), 84, doubts

the genuineness of the word; LXX has xpva-cov ;
it is very frequent in

Mishnaic Hebrew, e. g., Sanhedrin 1, 1). The word occurs also in the

N. T. (Mt. 6, 24; 16, 9. 11. 13); while the uncial MSS. all have

/juafifxwv, the other spelling (with one /x)
is attested by versions and

patristic citations.
"|1^72

would be parallel to
"p'J/J, just as Syr. ,-.^

(part, of Aph'el) is parallel to Hebrew ryQ (see Nestle, EB., col. 2914,

§ 3; cf. also Lagarde, tfbersicht, 185). Noldeke {Mand. 130, n. 4) is

inclined to regard md- as a very ancient form of the prefix; but his

grounds are insuflficient. ''ST2 and its like are rather Hebrew loan-

words in Aramaic, and the Hebrew -
is retained as stationary (cf., on

the other hand, TIIT;- 4, 22). The other cases are the Haph'el forms

D^pn^ 5,21; 6, 16 (contrast D^p^ 2,44); Q-'pnp 2,21; Q^-lt] 5,9;

and rcn 2, 44. Baer (Dan., p. xxxvi) derives rcn from the root

W|C5< ; Kautzsch, though deriving it correctly from ~,*|C ,
is doubtful

as to the certainty of the derivation. It may be questioned, however,
whether these are examples of the so-called "lengthening" of a vowel

before the tone as in Hebrew, or whether the "lengthening" is not an

attempt to increase the volume of the biconsonantal (so-called Y'?)

stem, just as doubling increases the volume of the biconsonantal

(so-called ^"^) stem in
p'^fl

and plHTJ . These forms would then

be parallel, as ^rT* and nilj'^ are parallel. In the treatment of verbs

Y'y the Syriac is not always uniform; in some verbs the first radical

is doubled after the preformative, e. g., ,--ks] , "Vi^sj , etc., while in

others the syllable remains open, e. g., ^a^Z] , wa^j] ,
etc. The general

principle in Syriac is that short vowels in open syllables are reduced,
but before a consonant originally doubled the short vowel remains

even when the doubling is lost and the syllable becomes opened.

Occasionally the lost doubling is compensated for in pronunciation by
lengthening the vowel. The Eastern Syrians also lengthen short

vowels when they remain by way of exception in open syllables, e. g.,

oiiiieiil for oiLli^?] (see Noldeke, §§ 117 D, and 42).

'»E. g., n"-^pn 7, 4 (cf. Arab, o^^ii); nbx 2, 18 (cf. Arab.

»^t); rrC^-DTs 5, 11 (cf. Hebrew ^n!2^pn Jer. 31, 26 (25); ^"f^T^ 5, 1

cf. Heb. •iT'^ Job 39, 5). In Hebrew: VaJln Job 14, 5; DTlbfi<
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Gen. 1, 1; V^n:? I Ki- 5, 4 (sing. nn>'); JT'^^n Deut. 8, 9. In
T T -: V •• T V T -:

Syriac we meet with i^|, i-klo], '^of], ]Zo"->o] (NOldeke, §34); the

vowels very probably correspond to the
I'^SpH

in BA and Hebrew.

"E. g., nn3 Ez. 7, 22 (Arabic CJ^); OblT Ez. 4, 17 (Arabic

*jL*/). In Hebrew: D15^ Gen. 37, 14, etc. Syriac: pio£^,etc.

i^E. g., Dbn 4, 2; ^)2 2, 10;
^bjD5<

7, 5; iipbo 2, 29; iajPS

Ez. 4, 8; b?n'5, 13; 1^;' 4, 24; nnn" Ez. 6, 5; '^^ Ez. 7, 18;

tinn 2, 19. in Hebrew:
'jjnp

Jer. 2, 3;
yn"!

Prov. 30, 12; pbn
Gen. 31, 14; bTO Ezek. 25, 3; ntJ Ex. 10, 17; ri-]^

Deut. 8, 12;
-jnk

Gen. 29, 2; brtiJ; Ezek. 39, 7. In Syriac -^q-^j, o^?, ol^-e, etc.,

prove earlier ^o^ua ,
aS-».»

, oS^uo ,
etc.

47. In BA, as in Hebrew, the consonant of the prefix of

the imperf. 3d pars, is "^

,
whereas in Syriac it is j . The BA

'^

, however, is not due to Hebrew influence, as it appears also

in the inscriptions." Of course, it is not confined to Hebrew

and Aramaic, but is common Semitic, the Syriac standing

alone with its j .**

*Cf. Lidzbarski, 400 ff. It is worthy of note that in the Zenjirli-

Hadad inscription three forms occur with b> viz., y^'jb line 24,

tWTCb and HDlCri^b line 31, with which compare BA &5ir)b 2, 20,

etc., "linb 2, 43, etc., 'I'^inb 5j 17. On the origin of the b- prefix and
) v: IV It : v iv

its relation to Arabic J expressing pvupose, as well as to Syriac J
,

see Konig, "Das b Jaqtul in Semitischen,-" ZDMG., LI (1897), 330 ff.,

where he reviews the question with due attention to the opinion of

his predecessors.
*• See Driver, Tenses, 7 ff .

48. Since the Syriac does not show the development of in-

ternal passives, at least not to the same extent as Hebrew, but

uses regularly instead the reflexives with the prefixed i], it has

been claimed that the Hoph'al forms occurring in BA are due

to Hebrew influence (Luzzatto, § 43; Kautzsch, § 34, and con-

trast §45, 1, e; Blake, JAOS., XXII [1901], 46; Duval,

REJ., VIII [1884], 58; on the other side are found Noldeke,

QGA, 1867, No. 45, p. 1784; 1884, No. 26, p. 1015; Bevan,

37, note; Behrmann, p. vii).
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By the term Hoph'al we mean the internal passive of the Haph'el,

corresponding to the Arabic IV. and to the Hebrew Hiph'il. The
forms found in BA are as follows: firiDn 5> 20; nDpflJl 4, 33; 12^11

7, 11; nSC^n 4, 33; WJ^pH 7, 4; b^n 5, 13; ^^yn 5,' 15; pSH 6,24;

Pa'^nn Ez. 4, 15
;
to which must be added TCT\'Ti 6, 18 and ^"'Pl^'H

3, 13, and the participle "i'J"'n7p
2 A, 45; 6, 5.

There is nothing inherently impossible in the development of an

internal passive in BA; and although it has disappeared from the

later Aramaic dialects (except perhaps in Palmyrene, cf. Sachau,

ZDMG., XXXVII [1883]; 563 f., his vocalization, however, is wrong in

the imperf. and participial forms; see below, §49, n. 2; the readings

proposed by Duval, loc. cit., 60 ff., are not convincing; with Sachau

agrees D. H. Miiller, quoted by Duval in the article referred to, p. 63),

traces of it still remain in the so-called passive participles in all

Aramaic dialects (including Syriac). The first vowel in the forms

quoted above ought certainly to present no diflBculties, as it is in

agreement with Arabic.

49. The difficulty in these forms seems to be in the
~

as

the stem-vowel of the perfect, e. g., 13^!!. Contrast the

Arabic Juci't ,
and on the other hand c£. Hebrew iitppn .

Hence, where this agreement with Hebrew is wanting, as in

the form riTJ^'pH Arab, c:^^*! against Hebrew Dp^n, Jer. 35,

14, even those scholars who, like Kautzsch, look upon the

other Hoph'al forms in BA as Hebraisms, admit that we have

genuine Aramaic forms ("eine sicher altaramaische Bildung,"

GBA., §45, 1, e; cf. Bevan, 121), The discrepancy between

Arabic, on the one hand, and Hebrew and Aramaic, on the

other, with reference to the stem-vowel of the perfect is found,

however, also in the active of the Haph'el and Pa'el. The

vowel e in these forms is certainly not due to Hebrew influence,

as the same vowel is used in the Syriac, It seems therefore

that in Aramaic, independently of Hebrew, during a later

period of its history the stem-vowels of the perfect were made

to conform to those of the imperfect. The same analogical

force was operative in the passive of the causative, i, e,, the t

in nn^n was introduced from the imperfect HSilT' *. The

following table may serve to illustrate the development:
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In the same manner, from the part. caus. pass, we are able to recon-

struct the imperf., from
bt3p/^ CM^jai>o Nold., loc. ciY.)— btpprT*,

btSp^
• On the subject of internal passives in the Semitic languages

and their gradual disappearance, cf. NOldeke, Mand., § 162; Wright,

Comp. Gr., 226, 253; Konig, Lehrgeb., II, 384 f.; VoUers-Burkitt, §42.

50. The forms D7jin^« Dan. 4, 16 and
'fbnic^J

Ez. 6, 3

are also in apparent agreement with the Hebrew. On D/Jllni25<

Bevan (p. 93) says it "is a hybrid form based on the Hebrew

Dpin^rn (cf. OpinirXI Dan. §^27), with change of the n to

i< after the analogy of the later Jewish Aramaic." With re-

spect to "pb^iC^ Driver and Cheyne (Variorum Bible) regard
the text as doubtful. Kautzsch (§ 36) says that both forms

are probably Hebraisms.

Wright explains vbnlC/J on the analogy of the Arabic III.

JxLi ,
d becoming 5. This form "is in general use in Arabic

only, but examples occur in Ethiopic, too .... The inflexion

runs entirely parallel to that of the intensive form , . . ."

{Comp. Or., pp. 202 f.).

We cannot, however, regard these forms as clear examples

of the Arabic III J^U, for that stem always carries with it

the reciprocal idea. As Wright declares, it "expresses an effort,

with the implied idea of a counter-effort" {Comp. Or., p. 202),

and "the ideas of effort and reciprocity are always more or less

clearly implied" {Arab. Gr., I, 33 D). Since the meaning

peculiar to the Arabic III is absent from these words, we

must regard them as examples of the J^ji form, which

appears in Ethiopic and Syriac, although it is rare in Arabic.

Thus Duval {Syr. Gram., § 197) cites several examples in

Syriac, as :
j.sa.a

more frequently ^n.m ,

''^s^fo^?
ws2a-*. , j^ai* ,

and '^^-i^i).
These verbs are also used in the passives. Cf.

Payne Smith, who regards j^a-I'
mentioned by Duval as a

Shaph'el form of ^.^ , together with its passive as an Eshtaph'al.

Cf. also Praetorius, Aeth. Gram., 37, where he adds examples

in Arabic, as tju^ and jL«axi •

In these forms, as in D^Jl"! ,
the 6 represents an original au, and

not a, as Wright has it. The true character of the forms was recog-

nized, as far back as 1876, by Noldeke who says (ZDMG., XXIX
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[1876], 326): "Bildungen wie bbljtin sind auch aramaisch, vergl.

iialz] Athan. 29, 3; Efr. 1, 439 D, u. s. w., iiQ-^4, wolaii] BA 7323.

Demnach brauchen wir D7JiniUl5< in Daniel ebensowenig als Hebra-

ismus anzusehen wie so manche andere Bildung im Biblisch.-Aram.,

bei der eine solche Annahme nahe zu liegen scheint." Haupt, in

SBOT., Ezra, pp. 36 f., derives rbnlO/J from baO C'^o carry") a

synonym of bnlJl •

51. Verbal forms in BA which agree with Hebrew are

nW'2 4, 34, and ntJJjinnn 5, 23. Kautzsch (§45, 6) re-

gards these as Hebraized forms, and Bevan (p. 97) says that

the forms "are, of course, borrowed from the Hebrew; the

verb U'2T\ Ho exalV occurs again in the Targums and in Chris-

tian Palestinian, which shows that it had really passed into

common use." Kautzsch, however, classifies the forms cor-

rectly, calling them "Pa lei and Hithpalel" (Hithpa'lal?)

respectively. Stade [Heb. Gram., § 155, c) likewise correctly

explains such forms in Hebrew by placing D/Jlp forms by the

side of
"|Di<ir

and 'nMX2 ;
but he then claims that the o repre-

sents a (similarly GK., §72, 7), thus being guilty of a con-

tradiction, for
I5&|;]r, nj«3; i. e., "jDi^ir*,

HISD * are clearly

bbj'B forms, while Dplp kdmim{a), i. e,, kdm-am[a) would

have to be designated as a JJL*i form— which, of course, is

an impossibility. In a footnote, Stade says that the Syriac

au in these forms is probably a resolution of o. Syriac au is

rather the original, which in BA and Hebrew in accordance

with rule becomes contracted into o.

Similar forms appear in Syriac, as "a-v.ij "^o chew the cud,

to meditate,'''' ^ioli] ^Ho be amazed,''^ ^y^
^Ho break in pieces,"

Jj^z] "/o be crumbled in pieces," f^'r^i f^'r^-^ with similar

meanings, and jioaij "/o be amazed" (from jas ; Noldeke,

§180). In Arabic there is a form kJJlxi in verbs middle -

and ^ in which the second radical always becomes ^ . Thus

i^yi^,3
from *.t>, iSyLfS'

irom ^S. Wright says that "the

rare substantive forms
SSj-w-

from cK**i Ho be chief or ruler,''

and hU -g^ from ioLc Ho desire the male of a camel;''"''' cer-

tain cognate forms; "and the analogy of the Aramaic verbal
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form bbyS (as v^jl, vi-^) and the Hebrew bb^B (as "Dlin ,

D^lp ,
etc. ) all combine to prove that iL'«JLxs comes directly

from a quadriliteral JJjii {^Arab. Oram., I, 120 D; Camp.

Gram., 203 f.).

These forms are all analogous:

Arabic Syriac BA Hebrew

52. We have in BA forms like pN; ,
Obn

,
etc.

,
which are

found also in Hebrew. In BA they are found by the side of

forms which are rare in Hebrew, such as Dnb , Db^ ,
etc. It

is customary to speak of DHb forms in Hebrew as Aramaisms,

and of
"p^^

forms in BA as Hebraisms. (So, e. g., Kautzsch,

GBA., §54, 1; Merx, Trans. Orient. Cong. Berlin, I, p. 159.)

These so-called "segolate" forms found in BA are as fol-

lows:

jn» 2, 34; 6. 18; Ez. 5, 8; 6, 4; qbx 7, 10; blfl 3, 4. 20;

Dbri 7, 1; D?t> Ez. 6, 14; tjb^J 2, 10. 37; 4, 34; 7, 1; Ez. 5,

11. 12; 6, 12. 14; 7, 11. 12; 133 6, 11; Dbi 3, 5. 7. 10. 12.

14. 18; t:-:p 2, 35;
"j-np

7. 8. Cf. also the following, nnnni^

2, 45; TOy^m 2, 34; ^3 Ez. 4, 10. 11; 7, 12 parallel to

nyS Ez. 4, 17; jyjj'^e
Ez. 4, 11. 23, 5, 6; 7, 11; T\rk^r^

2, 25; nnpn^n 5, 27; (cf. also perf. 3 f. s. nninirn 5, 11.

12. 14; 6,' 5.' 23).

It is necessary for us to know something of the origin of

"segolate" forms in order to decide whether they are common

to several of the Semitic languages, and also whether they are

to be classified on statistic grounds or on grounds of internal

grammatical growth. (The term "segolate" is usually re-

stricted to nouns, but it may be applied likewise to verbal

formations.) A "segolate" noun may be defined as a noun

with a vowel between the first and second radicals of the basic

forms, and none between the second and third; i. e., it is of
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the form cvcc -. When we speak of "segolates," we refer to

Semitic nouns, and not to Hebrew or Aramaic formations,

because the absence of a vowel between the second and third

radicals in Aramaic is no guarantee of its absence in Semitic

times. (Thus HplS Dan. 4, 24 could not be determined to

be a non-"segolate" without the aid of Hebrew
JlJ^l^.)

Hence, if we had only Aramaic, we should not know in any

given case whether we had "segolate" formations or not. We
determine Aramaic "segolates," therefore, by the aid of Hebrew

or Arabic.

It is to be observed (1) that the various nominal forms in

the several Semitic languages do not necessarily correspond;

(2) that in Hebrew itself "segolate" and non-" segolate" forms

interchange; e. g., "piD
Zech. 7, 11; "pS I Ki. 6, 8; Tj*!^

Jud. 15, 8; T|-l^
Gen. 24, 9; nij

Num. 22, 24; ^li Prov. 24,

31, etc. Lagarde, therefore, seems to be right when he claims

that in Hebrew there are proper and improper "segolates."

The former come from Semitic times
;
the latter were developed

within Hebrew itself. Therefore with each "segolate" form

the question must be asked: Is it a proper or an improper
form? Moreover, while it is true that there were proper "se-

golates" in Semitic times, it is plain that they also go back to

fuller dissyllabic forms, the second stem -vowel being lost in

accordance with early Semitic accentuation.

So much for the basis in forms like "p3^|> ,
"'Sb'J ,

etc. But

in forms like 'liDDn^ll, no matter whether in its origin it be a

proper or improper "segolate," the question is whether it is

not possible that there was another pronunciation, i. e., ^*lD3Zli< ,

in which
~
might have been simply a parasitic vowel. (This

depends, however, upon the collocation of consonants. No

parasitic vowel would intrude in a form like
"jiiSp/J ,

because

the latter is pronounceable, while in "iSSHSl the vowel would

be necessary.) By dropping the suffix from this form we have

the construct state of the noun 73^^ or 1I1Jj5 .

The form pi< in Hebrew is the construct state of "sego-

lates." It presupposes "iiDDn|!< ,
which is not found in Hebrew,

but is a legitimate form in Syriac, produced by reading with
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iil^^ (on jil^c^
see Nsldeke, §§17, 34, 52 C; Brockel-

mann, § 12). Hence for their existence in BA no Hebrew
influence whatever need be assumed.

A "segolate" therefore is a form which, in the basic form,

has a silent shewa under the second radical, if that shewa be

Semitic. When in the course of inflection that shewa is fol-

lowed by a so-called vocal shewa, then it may be pronounced

hurriedly [marhefdnd) or slowly [mehaggidnd) ,
and the latter

pronunciation yields a "segolate" formation.

The following table of forms will illustrate the development :

™11?
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Marti (OBA., p. 73) cites also the following: ^"Ti, "prinn
and yr? 7, 8; "j^Dj:?

7, 25, and
-J^OHD 5, 25. In the use of

the dual, BA represents an older stage of language than does

the Syriac. In the latter, while a few traces of the dual still

exist (in two or three words, viz.: —»5-i, f.
tt*-^'-^ [cf. BA

^'ri^iri above]; ^2):^ [cf. BA "j'^rij^lj] ;
and ^5^), yet it had

disappeared as a component part of the language (cf. Noldeke,

§70, n.). Indeed, the tendency in all the Semitic languages
seems to be to discard the dual. Traces of it are found also in

Ethiopic and Assyrian; and it survives to a limited extent in

Modern Arabic (cf. VoUers and Burkitt, p, 106; Wright, Comp.

Gr., 149 f.
; Zimmern, 173; Konig, Heb. und Sem., 49).

In the inscriptions, Lidzbarski (p. 397) is able to identify as duals

only the Nabatean forms y^t^ , TtVyn and
"plnj<?J ,

and the Palmy-
rene "init^ .

B. AGEEEMENTS BETWEEN BA AND HEBREW OCCASIONED BY THE
FACT OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITHIN THE CLASS

OF SEMITIC LANGUAGES

54. Most of these agreements have been discussed in con-

nection with the preceding sections. Cf. especially, §§ 8-11,

on the origin of H and i< in the ending of feminine nouns

and of nouns in the emphatic state, and in the prefix of verbal

forms; 16-25, on consonantal doubling and the assimilation of

D; 26-27, on transposition of consonants; 28-31, on syncope
of H; 35, on the peculiarities of the laryngeals; 36-40, on

quiescent 5<
; 43, on the treatment of 1 and "'

; 44-46, on the

vocalization; 48, on the prefix
"^ in the imperfect; 48-51, on

the Hoph'al and other verb forms; 52, on segolates; 53, on

the dual.

C. AGREEMENTS BETWEEN BA AND HEBREW DUE TO ARAMAIC
INFLUENCE UPON HEBREW

55. The BA doubles the first radical in forms from y"y

roots after a formative prefix;' when there is no prefix, the

second radical receives the doubling ;*" occasionally the latter

method is also used in the former case. The first method is

so peculiarly Aramaic that, wherever it occurs in Hebrew, we

speak of it there as an Aramaism (GK., § 67 g; Margolis,

AJSL., XII [1896], 213). The examples are:
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a) Pe'al, imperf. y^p 2,40 with rejection of d. forte from "i; inf.

•p12 (Syr. ^J^) 4, 24; Haph'el, perf. 3 m. s. b^Dn (Syr. ViT]) 2, 25;

6, 19, with resolution of doubling by insertion of Nun; 3 f. s.
inp'^n

(Syr. lL,]) 2, 34. 45; 3 m. pi. ^p^H (Syr. aijf) 6, 25; imperf. 3 f.'s.

p^n (Syr. woji) 2, 40. 44; 2 f. s. with suflF.
rriSp'nn 7, 23; impera-

tive 2. m. s. with suff. ^SbyJl (for an explanation of the form cf.

Margolis, AJSL., XIX [1902], 45-48) 2, 24; inf. Jlbyn 5, 7 and with

resolution of doubling by insertion of Nun nb^Dn 4, 3; part. m.
'. T T ;

"

p'^ri'g (Syr. wD^^) 2, 40; f. H^T^ 7, 7. 19; Hoph'al, b^H 5, 13;

^b?n 5) 15 (with virtual doubling of the 3? ;
the d. forte in b is

similar to that in ^iblll Jud. 5, 7; ^bn^l Job 29, 21, etc. In Hebrew,

however, all these examples are in pause; but the regular Aramaic
forms in the 3. pliual correspond to the pausal forms in Hebrew; cf.

GK., §20, 2, c). Example of a noun: "iby^J 6, 15. Kautzsch, §60,

3, 6, followed by others, fails to understand the form; "'bS'^J how-

ever, = ''b3'72
* = '*Nsv>

;
the variant 'b3'7J ,

on the other hand,
—

Syr.
V V "

:

~ ••
T| v

tNs'-r (cf. Behrmann ad locum).

b) Pe'al perfect, 3 m. s. h^ (Syr. 'L:^) 2, 16. 24; 4, 5; 6, 11; 3 f. s.

nby (Syr. ^3:1 5, 10 k (nbb:? k); n'^D 6, 19; but contrast 3 m. pi.

^p'n (Syr. Q-D?) 2, 35; probably for
^p"?!

after Y'l? analogy; impv. pi.

m7;itia 4, 11. 20; part. pi.
-j-bbj

(k) fb^ (k) (Syr. ^1:1 or ^^,
see Neldeke, § 178, B) 4, 4; 5, 8. We miss, however, a metheg: I'^bS'

cf- VnS above, § 25. Example of a noun: Jl^j/J Ez. 6, 2; cf. Syr.
1

• IT T •
:

|£^, \1L^ (NOldeke, § 126 B).

56. Aphseresis, or loss of an initial consonant, takes place

in BA in the case of S in the words IH 3, 19; intl Ez. 5, 13.

In Hebrew the only regular instance appears to be ^D)!] for

^DTOiJi (cf. ZDMG., 1876, 707); nn, Ezek. 33, 30 (see,' how-

ever, Cornill, 398), may be regarded as an Aramaism. In

Syriac ]
loses its consonantal value in many words, and although

written in the text it has the "linea occultans" and is not pro-

nounced; e. g., w*j] ,
or ^.aJ . In certain words, however, ]

is

always omitted in writing, e. g., ^.m. , exactly as in BA (Noldeke,

§ 32). The examples which Kautzsch cites (§11, 3, a) of the

first radical in the imperative of verbs Y'S, e. g., 3,Tl 5, 17;

y-^ 6, 16, and of verbs
'fB,

e. g., i^TT Ez. 5, 15; ^IpS 3, 26

are not really examples of aphseresis, if thereby is meant "a
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psycho-physiological process, not merely the absence of a letter

in front. The imperative being the prefixless 'apocopatus,' the

forms mentioned are direct descendants of ntl"' , ^l''
, 5<i2)"' ,

^PS-;" (Margolis, AJSL., XIX [1902], 162). This is true" of

verbs """E in Syriac and in Arabic, and of verbs "i'B in Syriac,

as well as in Hebrew (cf. Wright, I, §144; Noldeke, §§178,
175; GK., §§66 a, c, Q9b,h).

57. The regular plural ending of masculine nouns in BA is

"i"' — . This is also the regular plural in Syriac (cf. Noldeke,

§70). The Hebrew form
-j^pbp

Prov. 31, 3, etc., is called an

Aramaism. It illustrates the care necessary in using the term

"Hebraism," "Aramaism," etc., which should indicate a form

or word or grammatical peculiarity borrowed from one language

by the other, but is usually applied in the grammars to a de-

velopment and use in a less frequent manner of phenomena
that are the rule in related languages. Thus, in this case,

Kautzsch believes that the use of the plural ending T — in

Hebrew is not to be regarded as a pure Aramaism, but as a

late weakening ("Abschwachung") of the original D"' —
,
and

cites as proof the form VX'C'H "fifty" in 1. 28 of the Mesha

inscription.

The two instances of the plural ending in W — viz., D''123j5< 4, 14

and D"'5b5< 7, 10 (k) ("j-sbi^ k) are not Hebraisms of the author, but

are probably due to the thoughtlessness of some copyist (so Kautzsch,

§ 51, 2; Behrmann, 28; Kamphausen, SBOT., Daniel, p. 25). So also

is the form U^^b'2 ,
for

yZiO'C
Ez. 4, 13, probably a scribal error. It

is possible, however, that Q here represents a dialectal variant in

Aramaic. It would then be analogous to the use of Dnb and obb
Ez. 5, 3 for -inb 2, 35, and

-p^b 3, 4 (cf. also Cinb Jer. 10, 11).

The suffix on occurs frequently in the inscriptions, e. g., QJlb Zenjirli,

Bauin., 18; Qn^tSZ C/»S., II, 145, 1
; D^^^b^< ibid., 2; UTTQ^p ibid., 3;

Nabatean, Dri^n5<1 DHirSD CIS., II, 198, 2; Qnb CIS., II, 205, 2;

Dn^ni< nrrzn cis., ii, 209, 11. 2 and 5, nnrj 1. 6; urrj2 cis.,

II, 158, 4 (see Haupt, SBOT., Ezra 4, 13, where he refers to Johns

Hopkins Univ. Circ. No. 114, July, 1894, p. 118, b).

58. BA
-,-;isn 2, 14; TTi^-i 2, 38, etc. (cf. Syriac ^^f) have

their parallels in Hebrew irU<"i inferred from n"'^S"l Gen. 1,

1, which one is tempted to regard as an Aramaism by the side
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sit-
of the genuine Hebrew 'j:i<n (cf. Arabic

J-ij),
'\'2ik'' Gen. 31,

8, etc., provided the
-

is explained with Haupt, "The Assyrian
E-Vowel," American Journal of Philology, October, 1887,

pp. 265-291, as imdlah. Ethiopia re\e)s [ra's would have

yielded ro's; Praetorius, Athiop. Gram., § 16, 1) ,
as well as

So
Arabic Jj and the like, corresponding to Hebrew *li<ni Gen.

21, 30; n«T Gen. 49, 27; D«n Num. 23, 22, etc., which Haupt
regards as resolutions from Hi<^, etc., seem to indicate that

ra's and ris, etc., represent from the beginning parallel Semitic

forms (cf. also Noldeke, Mand., 16; Margolis, AJSL., XII

[1896], 225; XIV [1903], 162 f.; Sievers, I, 280, n. 2; Haupt,
SPOT., Proverbs, p. 34; ibid., Isaiah, p. 88; Jager, BSS., I,

472).

59. The modification in Hebrew of Semitic a to i{e) in

closed (unaccented) syllables, which is common to all Aramaic

dialects (cf. above, § 46, n. 6, for BA and Syriac), is considered

by Noldeke {Mand., § 16; cf. ZDMG., XXII [1868], 454) as

due to Aramaic influence.

This modification of a to i and e is, however, common to all Semitic

languages, although it is most apparent in Hebrew (and therefore in

the BA) because of the more exact system of vowel symbols developed
by the Masoretes. It is probable that each of the three short vowels

varied considerably in pronunciation, from the scarcely audible shewa
to the so-called tone-long vowels, and that only the paucity of vowel

symbols prevented these variations from being represented in writing
other Semitic languages. That it is not solely Aramaic or Hebrew is

proved by similar variations which occur in the spoken dialects of

Modern Arabic (cf. Vollers and Burkitt, 18 flf.; and Zimmern, 39).

60. On what Margolis terms the Aramaic method in Hebrew
nominal inflection, cf. AJSL., XII (1896), 2,13 ff., where the

implication is, not that this method was applied to the Hebrew
of the Old Testament by the Masoretes who spoke as their

vernacular an Aramaic dialect, and were therefore more or less

influenced by it in their reading of the Hebrew, but that the

Aramaic method is merely the one which is uniformly used in

Aramaic, being ultimately based, however, on a phonetic de-

velopment which had its beginning in Semitic times and
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entered Hebrew at a late period, when it crossed with another

phonetic development likewise originating in Semitic times

(cf, above, § 57).

61. There remain a few cases of agreement between BA and

Hebrew which cannot be eliminated by the process employed in

our investigation. Most of these, however, are due to mechan-

ical features of the Masora, while some are simply errors.

The BA agrees with Hebrew in the form of the demonstra-

tive pronoun hb5< ,
Jer. 10, 11, and Tih^ (k) bx (k) Ez. 5,

15. Both of these may be errors by the copyists, though not

necessarily so, for the demonstrative appears in this form in

some of the inscriptions; e. g., bl5< Hadad I, 29; H^K Na., 207,

3 (cf. Lidzbarski, 264).

62. In Hebrew there is no distinction in form between the

masc. and fem. of the perf. 3d pi. Similarly, in BA the kethihh

makes no distinction, but the kere everywhere requires nbt3p
for lbt:p; e. g., IpSD, Hi^SD 5, 5; 1"^pyn«, Sinp^n^ 7, 8; and

ib23, nbs? 7, 20.
'"' ''"

The question here is as to which represents the original.

Kautzsch (p. 46) suggests that the original did actually dis-

tinguish between the genders in the perf. 3d pi., but that this

distinction was lost through an Hebraizing textual revision, in

which case the kere is a restitution of the original. He inclines

to the supposition that the non-distinction of gender (due to

Hebrew influence) is the original, and that the Masora was

the first to introduce the distinction into its system of vocali-

zation, as that distinction was familiar to it from the Targums.
Bevan (p. 99

f.) also regards the kethibh as the original, but,

unlike Kautzsch, he holds that the use of the same form for

both genders is not necessarily a Hebraism, but may be due to

grammatical laxity, for the same phenomenon appears in Naba-

tean and Modern Arabic. (Cf. Vollers and Burkitt, 36; CIS.,

II, 205, 1; Cooke, 221; Wright, Comp. Gram., 169.)

In Ruth 1, 13 :Jlbn may stand for DHbll and is an instance of

the same textual laxity, although most commentators take ',T0 here

to mean "therefore" as in BA.
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63. In the use of d. lene the Masoretes treated BA precisely
like Hebrew. The spirants take d. lene at the beginning of a

syllable unless preceded by a vowel; e.g., b^J. ''p''3rt 2, 18.

Even this, however, may not be due to Hebrew influence, for

Syriac has similar phenomena (cf. Noldeke, Syr. Gram., § 24).
The so-called daghesh lene orthophonicum is another instance

which is simply a mechanical device to secure orthoepy. It

was used no doubt to indicate the accurate pronunciation of a

word, but was no part of the spoken language. It occurs in

JKSb^-D-j^ 2, 10, and «H?p 6, 3 (cf. Kautzsch, §9, Kem. 3;

GK., §13" 2n.).

64. The use of the so-called pathah-furtive is a further

instance. It is found in BA in nn 2, 40; H^") 3, 27; mn 4,

5. 6. 15; 5, 11. 12. 14; Ij^blT 5, 24;" Ez. 7, 14; T^. 3, 18; Ez.

4, 12. 13; 5. 8. This phonetic phenomenon most probably ex-

isted in Syriac and the other Aramaic dialects, but cannot now
be discerned because of their less exact system of vowel repre-

sentation.

65. The forms bSV 2, 10 and bsin (k) 5, 16, which are

regarded by Kautzsch (§43, h) and Bevan (p. 39) as Hebra-

isms, are perhaps scribal errors for 53^ (as in 3, 29), bsri (so

Behrmann). Cf. the Targumic biS"'
;
also the Christian Pales-

tinian dialect, in which verbs "'"S often take 6 in the second

syllable of the imperfect (cf. Noldeke, ZDMG., XXII [1868],

500). Cf. also above, §41, for b^V as a possible Aramaic

form.

66. The use of
~

for t: in pausal imperfect forms of verbs

n"b may be a Hebraism; e. g., H^inX 2, 24; n)iriD 2, 4; ninnp

2, 7; ninrr; 5, 12. Kautzsch (§47,/) thinks' that it rests

upon a theory of the Masora which is just as questionable in

Hebrew; cf. H'^ni Prov. 7, 2 (cf. above, §6e).
The few instances of

~
for

~
in pause may be part of the

Hebraization of the text which we must assume began in late

Masoretic times and has crept into certain MSS. and the ordi-

nary editions of our OT. text. Most of these late corruptions
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have been removed through the efforts of Baer, Ginsburg,
and Strack. A few, however, have undoubtedly remained,

and are not to be placed to the credit of the early Masora,

much less to the living speech in Palestine.

Thus, the supposed Hebraisms in the grammar of the BA
are reduced to a minimum which, at best, originates in a

certain dialectal variety of Aramaic.
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